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1 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, INSTALLATION AND STARTING THE 
GAME 

 

1.1 System Requirement to Play the Game 

Minimum Specification  Recommended 
Specification 

• Pentium III 866MHz  • Pentium 1.2 GHz 
• 128MB RAM (256MB with 

Windows 2000 and 
Windows XP) 

 • 256MB RAM (396 with 
Windows 2000 and 
Windows XP) 

• 1 GB available hard disk 
space 

 • 1 GB available hard disk 
space 

• 32 MB Hardware T&L 
graphics card  (Minimum 
GeForce1 or a Radeon 
7500) 

 • 64 MB Hardware T&L 
graphics card 

• Direct X 9.0b  • DirectX 9.0b 
• Windows XP/ 2000 

(Service Pack 1 or above) 
/ ME/ 98 (Second Edition) 

 • Windows XP/ 2000 
(Service Pack 1 or 
above) / ME/ 98 (Second 
Edition) 

 
 

 
Recommended Specification 
 
• Pentium 1.2 GHz 
• 256MB RAM (396 with 

Windows 2000 and 
Windows XP) 

• 1 GB available hard disk 
space 

• 64 MB Hardware T&L 
graphics card 

• DirectX 9.0a 
• Windows XP/ 2000 

(Service Pack 1 or above) / 
ME/ 98 (Second Edition)

Internet Connection 
 
ADSL/ISDN/Cable Modem/56k Dial-Up 

 
 

1.2 Registration Steps 

To register, go to the game website: www.stormridersonline.com 
 

Select Sign Up from the row of options at the bottom of the web-site 
Home Page 

 
Follow the On Screen Registration Instructions 
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1.3 Installation Steps 

Insert the game client CD into your CD_ROM drive or if you download 
the game, go to the installation directory (default path: Program 

Files/Phoenix Game/Storm Riders Online) and run setup Setup.exe .  
Then, follow on screen instruction to complete game installation. 

After the game has been successfully installed, double-click on the 
Storm Riders Online shortcut on your desktop, or open it from the 
Start Programs menu. 
The updater utility will check for new patches and download them. 
Once it is finished, click on OK. 
 
The launch window will appear. Options are available to: 
• Choose the language to play the game 
• Start the game 
• Change 3D setting 
• Change sound setting 
• Change language input method (click on Misc) 
• Modify key setting 
• Close the launch window 
 
When you click on Start to start the game, you will see the main 
menu. From there, 
• Log In 
• Check out the Credits 
• Exit 
 
Check on Log In and you will be prompted for your ID and password. 
Mark the check box to save your password. When you have entered 
your password, click on OK to continue. 
 
The World Selection Screen will show your account information as 
well as information about the worlds in the game, and the current 
population in each world. Click on a world name and then click on 
Next to continue.  Note that, all new characters will be first loaded into 
the tutorial level but they can decide to leave tutorial level at anytime if 
they do not intend to go through all the lessons. 
 
The Character Selection Screen will show all of your characters in the 
game. Click on the name of the character to select it, click on Next to 
continue. If you have not created any character, see Chapter 2 for 
Character Creation. 
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2 CREATING A CHARACTER 

Before you begin adventuring in the world of Storm Riders Online, you 
must create a character to use in the game. Plan your character 
carefully. 
 
All of the following steps, except for choosing a Template, must be 
completed to create a new character for the game. If you have not 
completed all the necessary steps, your character will not be accepted 
by the server. 
 
You are allowed to create 3 characters per account. From the 
Character Selection Screen, select “New Character” if you have fewer 
than 3 characters created. Click on the Next button to create the 
character, which will bring you to the Choose Body Type Screen. 
 

2.1 Choose Body Type 

When you start the Character Creation Process, you will first see the 
Choose Body Type screen:- 
 
 

 
 
 
Select a body type that you like by clicking on the model.  There are 
six different body variations for you to choose. 
 
After selecting a body type that you like, press the Next button to go to 
the Customize Body Screen. 
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Use the Magnifying Glass button to zoom in to view your character’s 
face.  Press the Magnifying Glass button again will zoom out to show 
your character’s whole body. 
 
Use the left and right arrow buttons on the left hand side of the screen 
to change and select your character’s Head, Hair Color and Body. 
 
Once you have keyed in your character’s name and chosen the head, 
hair color and body, it is time to start making your character. 

 

2.2 Select a Template for Quick Character Creation 

You may choose a Template to quickly make a character. You can 
only select 1 Template at a time from the list.  
 
The Character’s Attributes, Stance and Skills will automatically be 
changed to pre-determined values for that Template. You must 
unselect your Template before you can change your Attributes, 
Stance and Skills.  If you do select Template during character 
generation, the game system will automatically assigned your 
character’s Attribute, Skill and Stance points when your character 
advance in level. You may also choose to disable the automatic Level 
Advancement by turning the toggle OFF from the In-Game Character 
Screen. 
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Once the toggle is turned off, you will have to manually assign 
character’s Attribute, Skill and Stance points yourself in the game. 
You may switch the toggle back ON at anytime. 
 
This option is only available if you chose a template to generate your 
character. 
 
If you choose a default Stance (see Stances below) available from the 
menu, your character will be given default attributes best suited for the 
stance. However, you can choose to customize your character’s 
attributes by selecting Custom and the Attribute Tab will show on the 
left side of the screen to view all your character’s Attributes.   
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2.3 Assign Attribute Points 

 
 
 
You start with 5 points in each Attribute and you have 28 more points 
to be allocated to your Attributes.  
 

Click on the + and – buttons to distribute points to your Attributes 
 
The Attribute points cannot exceed 15 or lower below 5 when you 
assigning points to your character’s attributes. 
 
There are 5 main Attributes in the Game:- 
 

Strength 
This is your character’s physical strength. It determines Weight 
Allowance, affects Base Damage and Resistance to Entangle effects, 
and some weapons such as Sabers, require a high Strength to equip. 
 

Constitution 
This is your character’s health and toughness. It affects Hit Point 
regeneration and the amount of Hit Points. High Constitution also 
increases chances to Avoid Attacks and affects Resistance to the 
Stun effects. 
 

Agility 
This is your character’s quickness and nimbleness. It affects Defense 
Rating, chance to Avoid Attacks and affects Resistance to the Slow 
effects. Some weapons such as Staffs require a high Agility to equip. 
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Mind 
This is your character’s mental power and concentration. It affects Chi 
regeneration and partly determines the amount of Chi points. More 
points in Mind increase chances to perform critical hits. 
 

Perception 
This is your character’s hand-eye coordination and aim. It affects 
Attack Rating and chance to perform critical hits. Some weapons such 
as Bows require a high Perception to equip. 
 

2.4 Choose Taught Skills 

Select the Skill Tab under the Attribute Tab to view a list of Skills your 
character will be taught at the start of the game. If you choose to use 
template, THREE most suitable Skills for your stance will be assigned 
to your character by default.  
 
However, if you have chosen to customize your own character, you 
will need to manually select 3 out of the 11 skills. 
 
You will start the game with rank 1 in each of these 3 skills.  As you 
progress along in the game, you can slowly increase you rank for 
each skill and make purchases for other skills too.  For more detailed 
information, see the Skills section below. 

 
 

 Taunt 
Use to aggravate an NPC or mob. Hence, chances of the NPC or mob 
attacking the player are increased. A mob or NPC can be lured to a 
location to be ambushed or to distract an aggressive mob from 
attacking weaker party members.  
 
 

    Detect Hidden  
When activated, this skill will constantly reveal hidden and prowling 
characters or items within a range.  Use this skill to reveal other 
characters and objects (both friend and foe) to all.  This skill will 
constantly consume your Chi Points when the skill is continuously 
activated.  The chances of success depend on your Detect Hidden 
skill rank and the Prowl skill rank of your opposing character’s or 
NPCs.  This skill has a cool down time after it ends, before you can 
use it again. 
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   Evaluate Opponent  
This skill reveals detail information about the targeted character. The 
amount and type of information revealed depend on your character’s 
skill rank, as well as your character’s and the target character’s level.  
This skill has a range limitation (30 meters) 
 
 

   Identify 
Identify items that are unidentified in your inventory. Higher rank 
allows you to identify higher level items.  
 
 

 Pick Pocket  
With Pick Pocket, you can steal an item from the inventory of other 
PCs and NPCs. It only works if you and the victim are both within 
combat range of each other.  The attempt fails if either you or your 
target moves out of range. Your character must remain still while 
activating this skill. 
 
If the attempt fails: 
a) For NPC - Target turns hostile and calls for the guards and allies 

to attack you 
b) For PC - The player gets a message revealing the identity of the 

thief. 
If the attempt is successful, the player gets a notification a minute 
after without the identity of the pick pocket revealed. 

 
 

  Resuscitate  
This skill allows your character to revive other fallen characters (Hit 
Points reduced to 0). The fallen character recovers immediately and a 
portion of Hit Points will be added back. The amount of Hit Points 
regained depends on resuscitate skill rank. The resuscitated character 
will not lose experience point or gold, unlike self respawning from 
death. The targeted character has to accept the ‘Resuscitate Offer’s to 
be resuscitated. The longer a character has been in the fallen state, the 
harder it is to resuscitate him. Therefore a higher skill rank is required 
to do so. The resuscitator must spend Chi Points to activate this skill. 
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 Prowl 
When activated, your character goes invisible. When invisible, you 
can only move and turn at walking speed, evaluate other characters 
or NPCs and chatting. Other actions immediately cancel prowling and 
make you visible again.  If your prowling character takes any sort of 
damage, invisibility is lost. Some NPCs, like guards, can detect an 
invisible character and deactivate his invisibility. This skill will 
constantly consume your Chi Points when continuously activated. 

 
Detected characters cannot go back into prowl mode unless their 
Prowl attempt overcomes all the Detect Hidden skill used by other 
characters or NPCs in the vicinity. 

 
 

 Sprint 
This skill allows you to run faster than normal. Movement is increased 
by 150% from normal running speed, plus approximately another 1% 
per skill rank.  The skill continuously uses Chi Points, and stops 
functioning when all Chi Points are consumed. Once the Chi Points 
rejuvenated, the skill can be used again. 
 
Whenever in sprint mode, your character is set to non-combat stance. 
Hence skills, power activation or transactions are deactivated. 
Changing into combat mode automatically deactivates sprint mode. 
 
 

 Craft Jewelry  
This skill allows your character to mix combinations of gems to turn 
them into special jewelry (Ring and Amulet). This skill requires the 
proper recipe. 
 
To craft a ring or amulet, place specific gems into the Action Slot (can 
be opened from the Main Menu Panel). Activate the skill from the Skill 
List Screen (right click) or from a Quick Slot or select the option ‘Craft 
jewelry’ from the menu list of the Action Slot Screen. 
 
The process fails if: 
a) Wrong items (not gems) are placed in the Action Slots. 
b) Crafting Jewelry rank not high enough to perform such crafting. 
c) Wrong type of gems used or wrong recipe used. 
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 Craft Wearable  
This skill allows you to combine metals to turn them into wearable 
(Bracer and Greave). It also allows you to repair wearable when the 
durability goes low. Chances of repairing depend on the rank of your 
skill and if you fail to repair it, the hardness of the item will drop. If item 
is broken, the blacksmith can repair it, but if the hardness of the item 
drops to zero, it becomes irreparable anymore. This skill is activated 
by clicking at the list in the Action Slot Menu, without having to place it 
in Quick Slots. To craft a wearable item, refer to crafting other items.  
 
The process fails if: 
a) Wrong items (not metal) are placed in the Action Slots. 
b) Crafting rank not high enough to perform such crafting 
c) Wrong type of metal used or wrong recipe used 
 
 

  Brew Medicine  
This skill allows your character to mix combinations of herbs and turn 
them into special medicine.  Brewing medicine requires the proper 
recipe. To brew a medicine, refer to brewing medicine in skill section.  
 
The process fails if: 
a) Wrong items (not herb) are placed in the Action Slots. 
b) Brewing rank not high enough to perform such action. 
c) Wrong type of herb used or wrong recipe used 
 

2.5 Choose Taught Stance 

Select the Stance Tab under the Skill Tab to view a list of Basic 
Stances your character will be taught at the start of the game. Choose 
only ONE Stance to gain at rank 1. Click on Stance name to select 
and unselect them. The Stances are the 5 weapon techniques in the 
game. Whenever you gain 1 rank in a Stance, you gain bonuses to 
some of your statistics, depending on which Stance it is. 
The 5 Basic Martial Arts Stances are:- 
 
 

 Bow – those who learn the bow stance specializes in long 
range attacks. They have the advantage of striking an enemy from a 
distance and weakening them before they become a threat. They 
have low defense making them weak in close combat, but their aim 
can be deadly and they seldom miss. Characters with the Bow Stance 
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can use Bows as weapons in the game. The primary Attributes 
required to use Bow is Perception 
 

   Saber – the master of a saber learns to use its strength 
and weight to great effect, crushing the defenses of their opponents 
with powerful blows. The saber stance causes the greatest amount of 
damage compared to other weapons. Characters with the Saber 
Stance can use Sabers as weapons in the game. The primary 
Attributes required to use Saber is Strength. 
 
 

  Staff – those that use the staff learns to use its length and 
to keep themselves out of reach, providing them with greater defense. 
The staff does less damage than other weapons but a master can 
attack with both ends of a staff, allowing the user to attack more 
times. Characters with the Staff Stance can use Staffs and Spears as 
weapons in the game. The primary Attributes required to use Staff 
and Spear is Agility. 
 
 

  Sword – the sword stance is a quick and balanced style, 
striking and defending well. As the sword is the most commonly used 
weapon in the martial arts world, they have the widest selection of 
powers and techniques that can be learned. Characters with the 
Sword Stance can use Swords as weapons in the game. The primary 
Attributes required to use Sword is Perception and Agility. 

 
 

  Unarmed – the unarmed techniques teaches a martial artist 
to be self sufficient. They do not need to worry about maintaining 
weapons and learn to develop powers that allow them to offset their 
disadvantages when facing armed opponents. Characters with the 
Unarmed Stance do not use weapons unless they know a stance that 
uses weapons. 
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2.6 Choose Elemental Advantage 

 
 
Select the Elements Tab under the Stance Tab to view a list of 
Elements your character is attuned to in the game. Choose only ONE 
Element from the 5 elemental advantages: Fire, Cold, Poison, 
Lightning and Physical. Click on the Element name to select and 
unselect them. Each elemental advantage type provides a bonus and 
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penalty to elemental damage resistances as the character levels up. 
This trait can only be chosen at character creation. 
 
The Five types of Elements are:- 
 
 
Fire Provides +5% to fire resistance and –5% to cold 

resistance.  
                        At every level divisible by 5 thereafter, the character 

gains +2% fire resistance and –1% to cold resistance. 
 
 
Cold Provides +5% to cold resistance and –5% to fire 

resistance.  At every level divisible by 5 thereafter, the 
character gains +2% cold resistance and –1% to fire 
resistance. 

 
 
Poison Provides +5% to poison resistance and –5% 

tolightning resistance. 
             At every level divisible by 5 thereafter, thecharacter gains 

+2% poison resistance and -1% tolightning resistance.   

    
   Lightning Provides +5% to lightning resistance and –5% to 

poison resistance. 
                        At every level divisible by 5 thereafter, the character 

gains +2% lightning resistance and –1% to poison 
resistance. 

 
 
 
Physical Provides +5% to physical resistance and –10% to all 

other resistances. 
                        At every level divisible by 5 thereafter, the character 

gains +1% to physical resistance. 
 

 
 

2.7 Select a Starting Location 

Select the Locations Tab located under the Templates Tab to view a 
list of Starting Locations your character can enter into the game. 
Choose only ONE Location. Click on one of the location names you 
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wish to start the game. Clicking again the selected location can 
unselect.  

 

2.8 Naming Your Character 

The last thing that your character needs is a name that will uniquely 
identify you in the game. Enter a name for your character not longer 
than 20 characters in the slot: “PC Name”, above the character 
portrait. Think carefully, because this is the name you will be known 
for as long as your character exists in the world. If the name is already 
in use by another player, you will be asked to change it when you click 
on “Done”. 
 
When you have finished all the above steps, click on the “Done” to 
bring you back to the Character Selection page. 
 

 

3 USER INTERFACE 

When you start the game, all the important information are shown in 
the main user interfaces: 
 
1. Statistic Bars 
2. Latency Icon and Movement Control Indicator 
3. Main Menu Panel 
4. Mini Map and Time Indicator 
5. Compass 
6. Target Indicator 
7. Quick Slot Bar 
8. Chat Component 
9. System Message Box 
10. Chat Box 
11. Information Window (shows new messages when you login, and 

dialog with non-player characters) 
12. Effects on Character Indicator 
13. In-game Help 
14. Chat Target 
15. Game Option Menu 
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There are also additional windows which can appear, but these will 
only open when you select them from the Main Menu Panel or use the 
slash command. The additional windows will be explained in later 
chapters. 
 
Whenever a game window, such as the Information Window, 
Character Screen or Inventory Screen, is open, you can close it by 
clicking on the “X” button on the upper-right hand corner of that 
Screen, or by pressing the Esc key. You can also move it around by 
clicking on the top edge of the screen and dragging it around. You can 
also move the Quick Slot Bar, Chat Box and System Message Box 
this way. 

 
 

3.1 Statistic Bars  

These three bars are located at the bottom of the screen. Each 
indicates different statistics. 
 

 
 
The Red bar shows how many percent of the total Hit Points (HP) you 
have remaining. You lose HP when attacked and injured. You will 
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regain HP over time. When your HP reaches zero, your character is 
killed. The bar blinks to warn that your PC is running low on Hit 
Points. 
 
The Blue bar shows how many percent of the total Chi Points you 
have remaining. You use up Chi Points when you activate powers or 
certain skills. When your Chi Points reach zero, you may not activate 
those powers or skills. You regain Chi Points over time.  The blue bar 
blinks to give a warning that your PC’s running low of Chi Points. 
 
The Turquoise bar indicates how many percent of the total 
Experience Points (XP) your character has acquired to advance to the 
next level. You gain XP by killing enemies and performing tasks and 
quests. 

 
 

3.2 Latency Icon and Movement Control Indicator 

The color of the icon is an indicator of how good or bad the 
connection is: green for good, yellow for mediocre, red for poor. Your 
character’s movement controls will be shown on the slot next to the 
Latency Icon.  
‘Mouse’ – Your character is in Mouse Movement Mode. 
‘Keyboard’ – Your character is in Keyboard Movement Mode. 

 
 

3.3 Main Menu Panel 

The Main Menu Panel has 4 icons allows access to all crucial 
windows and game functions. 

 
1. Character Screen Menu 

 
 

1 3 421 3 42
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2. Brotherhood Screen Menu 

 
 

3. Game Options Menu 

 
 

4. Action List Menu 

 
 

 

3.4 Mini Map and Time Indicator 

The Mini Map shows you the surrounding area and indicates non-
player characters (NPCs) as blue dots, enemy player characters as 
black dots, friendly player characters (own clan members) as green 
dots and your player character (PC) as a red arrow. Click on the + 
and – buttons to zoom in and out of the map. You can close this 
interface by clicking on the “X” button on the upper-right hand corner 
of the box or by pressing Shift F4. The in-game time is shown in the 
slot on the left of the mini map.  

 

3.5 Compass 

The compass tells you which direction your character is facing. Use it 
together with the Mini Map to find your way around in the world.  

 

3.6 Target Indicator 

While a target has been selected, the target indicator will appear. The 
target indicator shows the name of the target currently selected and a 
hit point bar for the selected target. 
 

3.7 Quick Slot Bar 

Weapons, consumable items, powers and skills that you want to 
activate in the game are placed in Quick Slots. The Quick Slot Bar 
has 4 groups of 10 Quick Slots (F1-F10) which can be right-clicked or 
activated with a hotkey. This way you can switch between weapons 
quickly, or activate a power or use a potion instantly. You can close 
this interface by clicking on the “X” button on the upper-right hand 
corner of the box or by pressing Shift F2.  
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3.8 Chat Input 

You can type chat messages in the Chat Input. Click on the horizontal 
slot or press “Enter” key at the bottom of the screen and the cursor 
will appear, showing you that you can type. Type “Enter” key to send 
your chat message after you have finished typing. You can also use 
slash commands by typing a slash (/) followed by a command. 
 
See the chapter on Chat for more information. 

 

3.9 System Message Box 

 
This box displays any game system messages you need to know, 
such as non-player character or player character targeted, damage 
information during combat, trade transactions, clan information, 
change of party, clan or brotherhood status, and experience gained. 
You can close this interface by clicking on the “X” button on the upper-
right hand corner of the box or by pressing Shift F5.  
 
 

3.10 Chat Box 

This box shows incoming chat messages and messages that you 
have sent out. It has 6 chat tabs which are Generic Chat, Friend Chat, 
Clan Chat, Party Chat, Clan Officer Chat and Guild/Hall Chat. This will 
help you to filter the type of messages you wish to read. Click on a tab 
to see messages in that category. You can close this box by clicking 
on the “X” button on the upper-right hand corner of the box or by 
pressing Shift + F6.  
 
 

3.11 Information Window 

This window displays information from evaluating items or from using 
the Evaluate Opponent skill, and it also displays dialogue from non-
player characters. Sometimes you may have one or more dialogue 
options to respond to a non-player character. Click on the one you 
wish to send. You can close the window by clicking on the “X” button 
on the upper-right hand corner of the window. 

 
 

3.12 Effects on Character Indicator 

These icons will appear in this position if your character is currently 
affected by temporary effects or status. Such effects and status 
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includes temporary helpful effects from powers that increase your 
character’s stats and ability or harmful effects and status that will 
reduce your character’s capabilities such as stun or slow. When the 
duration for these temporary effects run out, the icons will disappear. 
Each icon represents a different type of effect currently affecting your 
character. Mouse over the icon will appear a tool-tip that briefly 
describe about the effects.  
 
When the character is being affected several times with one same 
effect, the effect will be stack and a number will appear in the effect 
icon indicating how many of the effect is being stack. For example, if 
an effect is currently inflicted onto a character twice at the same time, 
the number in the icon will appear as 2; if it is inflicted up to 5 times at 
the same time, it will appear as 5. The numbers will be reduced one at 
a time according to the effect duration. The numbers will appear until 
up to 9, meaning that currently the character has 9 stackable effect of 
the same effect inflicted onto him at the moment. If more of the same 
effect is being inflicted when the character had already 9 stacks of the 
effect, the number will appear as a plus sign (+). 
 

3.13 In-Game Help 

The In-Game Help stores all the game information you need in order 
to play the game smoothly. If you do not understand certain features 
in the game, you can always check out the In-Game Help. To access 
In-Game Help, type /help. 

 

3.14 Chat Target 

The Chat Target indicator will only appear when you use the 
command “/tell (player name)” to have a private chat with another 
player. It will show the name of the other player in that private chat. 
The indicator will also appear in that other player’s screen if he/she 
replied to you using the command “/re”. You can close the window by 
clicking on the “X” button on the upper-left hand corner of the indicator. 

 

3.15 Game Option Menu 

The Game Option Menu allows players to configure several 
preferences of the game like video option, audio option, miscellaneous 
options, filter settings, and to report any bugs. In this menu also, 
players can access the in-game forum and in-game help. Players can 
also quit from the game using this menu besides using the command 
/q or /x. 
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3.16 Game Map 

This map shows the entire area of a level your character is currently 
located. Press "g" to open or close map. On the map, the names of 
each town or village will be displayed at the text display column 
located at the top of the map when the mouse pointer rolls over the 
location on the map. Below the text area, the coordinate of the player 
will be displayed as well as the location where the mouse pointer is 
hovering above. You can also see the general layout of the terrain for 
the map, where areas of raised or lowered landscapes are differently 
colored, either in shades of green or brown. 
 

                        
 
 

3.17 General Slash Commands 

/assist Assist your current target. 
/attack Toggle attack and stop attack on current target. 
/bug Open bug reporting form. 
/dir Find facing (North, South, East, West…) 
/f or /face Face your current target 
/findparty Open Party Finder list. 
/follow Follow current target. 
/fps Toggles Frame rate Per Second on or off 
/info Open Information screen. 
/pos or /position Display your current X, Y, Z coordinate in the 

game world. 
/q or /quit Quit to game login screen. 
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/x or /exit Quit to Windows. 
/r or /release Respawn after death. 
/screenshot 
[parameter] or 
Shift+F12 

Take screen shot 
[noui] – take screen shot with or without User 
Interface. 
[noself] – take screen shot with or without your 
character. 

/sit or /rest Meditate to increase regeneration rate for chi 
and hit points 

/stand Stand ready for action 
/stuck If you fall through a “hole” in the world, can try to 

use this to transport to the closest zoning point. 
/who List all people who are in the same area as you. 
/chain Open up Chain Power Menu.  
/gmwho or 
/gmlist 

Check for visible GMs in-game. 

 
 
 

4 MOVING AROUND IN THE WORLD 

 
Actions Keys 
Forward W 
Backward S 
Turn Left A 
Turn Right D 
Jump Space Bar 
Run Toggle V 
Auto-Run Toggle R 
Sit/Stand Toggle Z 
Mouse Look Mode Tab 

Change Camera Angle Hold left or right mouse 
button. 

/q or /quit Quit to game login 
screen. 

/x or /exit Quit to Windows. 
Toggle between Keyboard and 
Mouse controls 

M 

 
 

Mouse Movement Mode 
You can always choose to use the mouse to move around simply by 
moving your mouse to the desired location and left clicking to make 
your character move to the specified spot. Click "M" to toggle between 
keyboard and mouse mode. 
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When you click on an NPC or have targeted an object, your character 
will walk towards it as well. 
 
If you press “Shift” key and Left Mouse click on the ground at a 
direction or a target, your character will automatically face in that 
direction. Your character however, will not move to a selected target if 
you do this. 

 
 
Keyboard Movement Mode 
 
Use your movement keys to move around in the world. Press A and D 
to turn left and right respectively, W and S to go forward and 
backward respectively. You can also hold down the left mouse button 
and drag the mouse left and right, to turn left and right quickly. 
 
Use Z to toggle sitting to standing post.  Press the Space Bar to jump. 
If you are standing still, a jump will move you upwards and a small 
distance forwards.  If you are walking or running, a jump will carry you 
in the direction you are moving. 
 
Press V to switch from running speed to walking speed and vice-
versa. If you are carrying more weight than your weight limit you will 
not be able to run or jump. 
 
When your character is traveling long distances, press R to toggle 
auto-run mode. In this mode you will continuously move forward 
without pressing the W key. Pressing W, S or the Space Bar will break 
you out of auto-run mode. 
 
You can activate the Sprint skill to increase your movement speed. 
See the Skills section. 
 

4.1 Camera View 

To look around you in Keyboard Movement Mode, press “Tab” key to 
enter Mouse Look Mode.  In this mode your mouse will control the 
direction your camera is facing, independently of the direction your 
character is facing.  You will not be able to click on any objects in this 
mode.  Press Tab again to leave Mouse Look Mode. 
 
 

4.2 Traveling to other Zones 

The world is made up of distinct zones, each with its own special 
monsters and challenges.  You will start in a starter zone where the 
enemies are easier for starting characters, and PK (Player Killing) 
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combat is not allowed.  When you have gained enough levels of 
experience that playing in the starter zone is no longer a challenge, it 
will be time to move on to the other zones. 
 
Sometimes you will reach the edge of a map, where there is a 
connecting point to another zone. You will automatically be 
transported to the next zone, unless the zone connecting area has 
more than one possible destination, in which case the Information 
Window will show you a list of destinations to choose from. Once you 
click on a destination you will be transported there. 
 
You can also travel to other zones by talking to the stable master in 
most villages, and boatmen at docks. However, you have to pay a fee 
to use the teleport service. 
 
Traveling to other zones is not instantaneous because the new zone 
will have to be loaded. You may experience some lag when loading 
the new zone, during which you cannot click on anything in the user 
interface, you will not be able to do anything in this brief period of 
time.  Because of this, any player character entering a zone is given a 
zone entering protection, which prevents other characters, both 
player character and non-player character, from targeting them for 
attack or damaging them with harmful powers. This protection lasts for 
up to a minute, but it wears off the moment that you click on anything 
in the user interface, chat or press a command key. 
 
If you enter a non-PK zone, you will be informed of this in the System 
Message Box, when you arrive. 
 
 

 

5 TARGETING AND SELECTING 

You can left click on any game object to select it, and if it can be 
activated, to activate it. Left-click on bags to collect the gold and items 
contained within.  
 
Left-click on any non-player character to talk to it and it will respond, if 
it can talk. You must be within 5 meters or less to talk to someone. 
 
You can left click on any weapon, consumable item, power or skill 
icon to pick it up; left-click on a suitable destination slot to put the icon 
down. 
 
You can mouse over on any icon in the Inventory screen, Power 
screen or Skill screen to see a tool-tip description of what effect it has. 
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When targeting NPC or PC, a crosshair interface and HP bar will 
appear so you can see what is being selected. 
 
These are hotkeys to aid targeting and selecting: 

 
Type of targeting Keys 
Target previous attacker within visible range F5 
Target nearest alive PC character F6 
Target nearest alive NPC character (with exception 
of merchants) 

F7 

Target nearest loot or take the contents of the loot if 
the loot window opens 

F8 

 
 
 

6 QUICK SLOTS 

You can put weapons, consumable items, skill icons and power icons 
in the Quick Slots. There are 4 groups of 10 Quick Slots (F1 to F10) – 
you can click on the number tabs for each group next to the Quick 
Slot Bar to switch between groups. To activate hotkeys in a Quick 
Slot, right click on it or press the corresponding numbers shown on 
the Quick Slot.  Consumable items and some powers will have an 
effect on you, while some skills and powers will have an effect on the 
current target. 

You can use hotkeys to draw weapons, activate powers and skills and 
consume items in the quick slots as well as switching between groups 
of quick slots with the use of hotkeys: 

Actions Keys 
Activate Quick Slot 1 1 
Activate Quick Slot 2 2 
Activate Quick Slot 3 3 
Activate Quick Slot 4 4 
Activate Quick Slot 5 5 
Activate Quick Slot 6 6 
Activate Quick Slot 7 7 
Activate Quick Slot 8 8 
Activate Quick Slot 9 9 
Activate Quick Slot 10 10 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 1 F1 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 2 F2 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 3 F3 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 4 F4 
Show/Hide Quick slots bar Shift F2 
Show/Hide Latency icon, Movement mode Shift F3 
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Show/Hide Mini map Shift F4 
Show/Hide System message window Shift F5 
Show/Hide Chat window Shift F6 

 
 
 

7 CHATS AND EMOTES 

It is important to keep in contact with your friends and allies in Storm 
Riders Online. To do this, the Chat system provides you with many 
features to keep track of friends as well as other types of contacts. 
 

7.1 General Chat Commands 

/yell or /y Chat with all players in same scene 
/tell <player name> Enter private char session with <player 

name> <player name> 
/say Chat with all players in the vicinity. This 

chat function can also be activated 
without typing /say. 

/whisper or /w Chat with all players in melee range 
/friend Show friend list 
/friend <player name> Add someone to your friend list. If he is 

already on the list, it removes him. 
E.g. /friend Ben 

/ignore Show ignore list 
/ignore <player name> Add someone to your ignore list. If he is 

already on the list, it removes him. 
E.g. /ignore Ben 

/chat Chat with the players in your friend list 
/re or /reply You can reply to the last person who sent 

you a /tell. 
/broadcast <message> Same as /yell or /y 
/fc <message> Chat message in Friend channel. 
/pc <message> Chat message in Party channel. 
/message or /msg 
<player name> 
<message> 

[player name] - Send message to player. 
[] – Retrieve sent message. 

/auction Open auction list. 
/gmwho or /gmlist Check for visible GMs in-game. 
/channel or /chn 
[channel name] 

Switch to a particular channel. 
[generic]– switch to generic channel. 
[party] – switch to party channel. 
[friend] – switch to friend channel. 
[clan] – switch to clan channel. 

/party or /py invite Invite target into the party. 
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/party or /py leave Remove target from the party 
 

The Chat Box has four tabs: Generic, Friend, Clan and Party. You can 
switch Tabs on the Chat box to select the chat channel you want to 
talk with.  You can also right click on the tabs which will allow you to 
modify the default filters for the chat.  Right click on chat bar allows 
you to select the last 5 people you talked privately with or cancel to 
get out of private chat. 

 
 

7.2 Message 

The message function allows you to send private messages to any 
player. Use /msg <player name> <message> command to send your 
messages. The number of unread messages will appear on the 
Information screen, type /msg to read your messages. The message 
box will store up to 5 messages. 
 
 

7.3 Party List 

The Party List is a temporary list of other players whom are in a party 
with when you are in the game. Use the /party command to show the 
list. Use the /party <player name> command to add people to the list, 
and use /party <player name> again on the same name, to remove 
them from the list. 
 
 

7.4 Friend List 

The Friend List keeps a list of other players whom you want to stay in 
contact with. Use the /friend command to show the list. Use the /friend 
<player name> command to add people to the list, and use /friend 
<player name> again on the same name, to remove them from the 
list. The /chat command will send messages only the players on the 
Friend List. 

 
 

7.5 Ignore List 

The Ignore List keeps a list of other players whom you never want to 
receive messages from. Use the /ignore command to show the list. 
Use the /ignore <player name> command to add people to the list, 
and use /ignore <player name> again on the same name, to remove 
them from the list. 
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7.6 Find Party List 

The Find Party List is a temporary list of other players who have turn 
on their “Find Party” option in Game Filters and whose level are 4 
levels above or below your character. It is helpful at times you are 
also looking for players of similar levels to form a party. To open Find 
Party list, type /findparty in Chat Bar or select Find Party option in 
Party List. 
 

7.7 Clan Chat 

Slash Commands Chat Functions 
/clan yell Chat with all clan members 
/clan say Chat with all clan members in the 

vicinity 
/clan whisper Chat with all clan member in melee 

range 
/cc <message> Chat message in Clan channel. 

 
If you are a member of a Clan, you can also use the Clan Chat 
commands to speak only with fellow Clan members. This is a good 
way to organize Clan activities such as raids on enemy Clans, and to 
find out about changes in the Clan. 

 
 

7.8 Emotes 

Slash Commands Emotes 
/applaud Emotes applauds 
/angry Emotes anger 
/beckon Emotes beckoning/come here 
/beg Emotes bowing 
/chicken Emotes chicken/mocking 
/cry Emotes cries 
/curse Emotes cursing in frustration 
/flex Emotes flexing muscle/show off 
/greet Emotes greeting 
/kill Emotes kill/threaten 
/laugh or /lol Emotes laugh out loud 
/no Emotes no/disagreement 
/point Emotes pointing 
/salute Emotes a salute 
/shrug Emotes a shrug 
/shoo Emotes a shoo 
/sigh Emotes a sigh 
/surrender Emotes surrendering 
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/taunt Emotes a taunt 
/victory Emotes victory/success 
/wait Emotes wait 
/warn Emotes warning/danger 
/wave Emotes waving 
/yes Emotes yes/agreement 

 
All emotes in the list above are animated. If you have a player or non-
player character currently targeted, your character will face in the 
direction of the target before performing the action. You can also 
select Emotes from a list by clicking on the Emotes icon in the Main 
Menu Panel. 

 
 

8 INVENTORY AND ITEMS 

The Inventory Screen shows the items that you are carrying, and the 
items that you are wearing. 
 

 
 

1 Equip Item Slots 
2 Inventory Slots 
3 Item Description Box (Tool tip) 
4 Discard Item Button 
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5 Gold Carried 
6 Weight Carried 
7 Open Action Slot Button 
8 Auction Button 
9 Inventory Tabs 
 
You can store your items in the 3 Inventory Tabs of your Inventory. 
There are 16 slots on each Tab, with a total of 48 slots all together, 
and each of the slots can hold 1 item from any item group.  You can 
stack up to 9 consumable items and trophy items of identical type. 
You can activate your Inventory Window by pressing “I” or from one of 
the buttons in the Menu Interface. 
 
To pick up an item from the Inventory Slots, do a left mouse click on 
the item.  The item icon will be attached to the mouse pointer. To pick 
up stacked items, press “Shift” key and left-click on Mouse, the item 
icon with number of item stacked together will be attached to the 
mouse pointer.  While holding an item on the mouse pointer, left click 
on an empty slot to put it down, if the empty slot allows you to do so.  
If you left-click on an item while you have a different item on the 
mouse pointer, the two items will be exchanged, if you are allowed to 
do so. 
 
While holding an item on the mouse pointer, you can left click on the 
Delete Button marked “X” in the GUI to discard it.  A confirmation box 
will appear asking you if you are sure you want to do this. 
 
Above the Inventory Slots, you have 9 Equip Item Slots consisting of: 
• 2 Slots for Rings 
• 1 Slot for Armwear 
• 1 Slot for Footwear 
• 1 Slot for Amulet 
• 1 Slot for Shoulder Pads 
• 1 Slot for Mask 
• 1 Slot for Weapons 
• 1 Slot for Armor or Clothing worn on the Torso 
 
The Inventory screen has a field showing you how much gold you are 
holding and also the total weight of the items your PC is carrying.  
Please take note that it includes the weight of your items in your 
Inventory Slots, Quick Slots and Action Slots. 
 
If you right click on an item in the Inventory Screen you will get a 
menu with four options: 
• Evaluate – see the item’s statistics in detail. 
• Repair – repair item that wears down or broken. 
• Use – activate item, only for consumables. 
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• Discard – destroy the item. A confirmation box will appear asking 
you if you are sure you want to do this. 

 
The number of items that your PC can carry in the Inventory Window 
is limited by: 
• 48 Inventory Slots, 16 slots on each Inventory Tab, each of which 

can hold 1 item from any item group 
• You can stack up to maximum of 9 consumable items and trophy 

items of identical type per Inventory Slot 
• The Inventory currently can hold up to 999,999 Gold in the 

numerical counter. If you mouse over the gold numeric counter, 
the amount of gold in your personal stash will be displayed in the 
description box of your inventory screen. 

 
Weapon and Wearable items have durability and hardness attributes.  
The durability determines the condition of the item, and the hardness 
determines how easily the durability gets reduced each time the item 
being repaired.  If the durability reaches 0, the item will break.  Note 
that there will be system messages to warn you when the items are 
close to breaking. If the hardness reaches 0, the item will considered 
destroyed and cannot be used or repaired again. 
 
Additional Storage 
 
Action Slots 
There are 6 additional slots in the Action Slots you could also use to 
carry items.  These slots are used for special actions in the game 
such as using the Craft Weapons Skill, the Brew Medicine Skill, the 
Craft Wearable Skill, the Craft Jewelry Skill, Repair damaged items 
and Player to Player Trading function.  See the chapter on Trading 
with Players and Skills for further explanation on the usage of Action 
Slots.  The Action icon in the Main Menu Panel can also be used to 
open the Action Slots. 
 
The Action Slots is implemented as a buffer for possible loss of items 
caused by the interruption (through involuntary disconnect) of the 
above stated skills. 

  
 Personal Stash 

This is a separate storage that provides for player to safe keep their 
belongings. It has 3 Stash Tabs as well like the Inventory, 16 slots on 
each Tab for a total of 48 slots altogether, and a limited money slot 
that can keep up to 999,999 gold. You can access the personal stash 
at Innkeeper.  

 
  

8.1 Items & Equipment 

Each item has one or more of the following functions: 
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• Weapons, depending on the stances you picked, are game 

equipment used for combat and activated from the Quick Slots or 
press “E” key. 

• Attachment items worn on the body of your PC by placing the 
attachment components in the Attachment Slots to give an Effect 
to your PC that lasts as long as it remains there and not 
consumed in the process of being worn. 

• Consumables are items that are consumed to give some 
temporary or permanent effect to your PC. 

• Gold is used to purchase other items, powers or services offered 
in the game. 

• Herb is a consumable item, as well as a components used in 
brewing medicine. Consuming an herb causes an effect on your 
PC, a temporary or permanent stat modifier. In the case of 
permanent stat modifiers, this refers to changing current hit points 
or current chi points only. 

• Medicine is a consumable item, also may be a product of crafting. 
Consuming a medicine causes an effect to your PC, a temporary 
or permanent stat modifier. In the case of permanent stat 
modifiers, this refers to changing current hit points or current chi 
points only. 

• Weapon components are combined when using the Forge 
Weapon skill to improve weapons. 

• Quest items may be used as requirements in order to do certain 
quests in the game. 

 
 

8.2 Legendary Items 

Some items, such as Clan Relics and Unique Items, have special 
properties: 
• When you are carrying a Legendary Item, you will have a special 

effect showing on your character.  For instance, if you are carrying 
a Clan Relic, you will appear to be carrying a flag on your back.  
Note that, you still can be attacked in non-PK Zones but can not 
attack back. 

• When you are killed, Legendary Items you are carrying will drop in 
a loot bag by chance and can be picked up.  Besides Legendary 
Items, you do not lose any other items when you are killed. 

• Legendary Items give special bonuses to your statistics that you 
cannot get from normal items. 

• You can not store legendary items in your personal stash. 
 
 

8.3 Buying, Selling and Services from Merchants 

Target a merchant in a town and left click in order to speak to him or 
her.  You must not be in combat mode, and you cannot be further 
away than 5 meters.  The merchant’s dialogue, and your response 
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options, will be shown in the Information Window.  You can choose to 
buy various services from the merchant, or to look at the items that 
the merchant sells.  If you do the latter, this will open the Buying and 
Selling screen. 
 
Mouse over items in the Inventory Screen and a tool tip will display 
the item’s information next to the mouse’s pointer. 
 
Click on the scroll bar buttons to move through lists of items. You 
must have enough Gold in inventory to pay for anything that you buy.  
Mouse over items in the Buy/Sell Screen, a Tool Tip will display the 
item's information or you can find our more by using Evaluate. To buy, 
click on the item and select "Buy". The item will appear in the 
Inventory.   
 
You can click on the Sell button while holding an item on the mouse 
pointer, to sell that item.  You can also click on the Appraise button to 
find out how much that item is worth first. 
 
Click on the Identify button while holding an unidentified item to find 
out exactly what it is.  This will cost a fee. 
 
Some merchants sell special services, for instance: 
• You can ask an Innkeeper to stay at her inn. This will bind you to 

the location so that you respawn there after you die.  This is a free 
service, and it is a very important function.   

 
 

 
You should think about binding at any new town you enter. 
 

 
• Hire a horse from the Stable master in a village to allow you to 

teleport between villages for a price. 
• Doctors can restore your lost Hit Points and Chi as well as 

removes any constant status for a price. 
• Trainers can teach new Skills, Stance and Powers. See Level 

Advancement for more information. 
 
 
 

9 TRADING WITH PLAYER 

The Trading Screen (please refer to the picture below) have the 
following slots:- 
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9.1 “Offer To You” 

A set of 6 slots shows what items are offered by the other player. The 
numeric text area shows the amount of gold offered by the other 
player. 

9.2 “Offer By You” 

A set of 6 slots shows what items you offer for trade. The numeric text 
area shows the amount of gold you offer for trade. 
Tick the checkbox to confirm the trade. 

 

 
 

9.3 Trading with another Player 

Target the player character you wish to trade with. Right click on the 
other PC and click “Trade”.  The selected PC will get an invitation to 
trade. If he/she accepts, the Trading Screen will open. If the offer is 
rejected, a system message will indicate so. While trading is in 
process, the 2 characters must be within the 5 meters of each other. 
They may chat freely while trading. However, any movements will 
interrupt the trading process. 
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When the trading interface is opened, any object that is currently in 
the Action Slot (please refer to Skills for reference) gets transferred to 
the trading interface as default to be “what you offer for trade” item. 
 
The player may then move items to or from their inventory and the 
Trading Screen to exchange or rearrange his items in the Trading 
Screen or his inventory.  At any time, any of the trading players may 
choose to examine or evaluate any item shown on the trading 
interface or their inventory. 
 
Gold can be traded by selecting the gold to be offered text area and 
keying in the amount of gold you wish to trade.  The gold is 
immediately deducted from your gold in inventory and displayed on 
the Trading Screen. Any item placed into the Trading Screen is 
immediately updated to the other party’s Trading Screen.  Both parties 
may negotiate and barter through chat. 
 
Once satisfied, both parties must select the Confirm trade button to 
actually perform the trade.  One player initiates this by pressing the 
confirm button. Once a confirm button is activated, the activation of 
the confirm button from the other party executes the trade.  If any of 
the traders move any item in the trade slots while only one confirm 
button has been activated, the confirm state is cancelled and both 
parties must press the confirm button again. 
 
Once the trade has concluded, it closes the Trading Screen and 
transfers the items you offered to the other party’s Inventory Slot ( for 
gold, it goes straight into his gold counter) and the other party’s 
offered items to your Inventory Slot. 
 
If the trade is cancelled for any reason (moving out of range, arming 
weapon etc.) the items offered for trade are to be retained in the 
Action Slot. Gold offered are to be returned to the respective player 
gold in the inventory. 
 
If some other players are successful in their attempt to steal from the 
two parties involved in trading, the stolen item immediately disappears 
from the inventory or Action Slot. If the item is from the Action Slot 
(which is at this time the items in the Trading Screen) and the Trading 
Screen is currently confirmed for trade, the item also disappears but 
the confirm trade is disabled. 

 
 

10 COMBAT 

You will have to fight NPCs in order to gain experience points.  The 
starting zones for a new player are non-PK (Player Killing) zones, 
where you cannot attack other players or use offensive powers to 
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harm them.  However, if you are a clan leader or own any legendary 
item (including all Relics), you can be attacked by other PCs but you 
can not attack back.  When your PC has gained experience points 
and progressed to higher levels, you will eventually make your way to 
the high levels zones where, besides fighting tougher NPCs, you can 
challenge other PCs by fighting them 
 

10.1 Choosing a Target 

Many NPCs in the world are not aggressive, and will not attack you on 
sight.  To learn whether or not you are strong enough to fight them, 
look at the color of their names. 
 
Gray      - Extremely easy 
Green - Easy 
Blue - Around your level 
Yellow - Averagely difficult 
Orange    - Difficult 
Red - Very difficult 
Purple    - Extremely difficult 
 
If you have the Evaluate Opponent skill you can learn more about a 
targeted character. See the chapter on Skills for more information. 
 
Before you enter into combat, make sure you have a weapon 
matching one of your Stances, except for the Unarmed Stance which 
needs no weapon and can be activated by clicking on any empty 
quick-slot. To use a weapon you must first put it in one of your Quick 
Slots or place it into the equip item slot for weapons in your inventory. 
If you place it in your Quick Slot, right click the icon or hit the Quick 
Slot hot key number to activate it. If you place the weapon into the 
Equip Item Slot for Weapons, press the “E” key to activate it. This will 
put you into combat mode, and your character will stand in a combat 
posture.  When in combat mode, you cannot talk or trade with NPCs 
and you cannot trade, or form a party or brotherhood, with another 
player. Press “E” key to leave combat mode again. 
 
You can target an opponent by clicking on him, or by using one of the 
targeting hotkeys (F5-F7).  Green triangles will bracket the target and 
you will see his name and a bar showing the fraction of his Hit Points 
remaining. 

 

10.2 Attacking 

To start attacking an opponent that you have targeted, while in 
combat modes, press the Ctrl key or activate it from the Main Menu 
Panel.  Press Ctrl or press “Attack” at the Main Menu Panel again to 
stop attacking an opponent that you are already fighting.  If you are in 
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Mouse Movement mode, you can click on any spots on the ground to 
move away and cancel the attack. When you are close enough to 
your opponent, you will start attacking. Some weapons, like bow and 
staff, have longer ranges than other weapons. 
 

 
To follow an opponent who is moving, use Shift-F to follow and 

face the current target. 
 

 
The chance of hitting and damaging your target depend your Attack 
Rating and the target’s Defense Rating. There are 5 stances in total. 
Every stance has an advantage over two other stances and is at a 
disadvantage against two other stances. 
 

Stance Type Advantage against Disadvantage against 
Bow Staff Unarm Saber Sword 
Saber Bow Unarm Staff Sword 
Staff Saber Sword Bow Unarm 
Sword Bow Saber Staff Unarm 
Unarm Staff Sword Bow Saber 

 
When you are attacking or being attacked, the results of your attack 
and your opponent’s attack will be shown in the System Message 
Box.  In addition to the above, the value of damage inflicted or missed 
attack messages will also appear over your head and the head of your 
target.  Sometimes your PC may avoid an attack, in which case and 
avoid message will appear instead.  Both you and your opponent may 
perform critical hit that double the damages inflicted and that will be 
highlighted in blue fonts. 

 

10.3 Attack Mode 

You may change your Attack Mode from the Main Menu Panel. Click 
on the Attack Mode icon and then click on one of the choices in the 
menu: 
 
• Reckless Attack (higher chance of hitting, much lower Defense 

against opponents, no chance to avoid attacks) 
• Normal Attack (the default mode, with a small chance of avoiding 

attacks) 
• Aimed Attack (lower chance of hitting, but if you hit, more 

damage is inflicted) 
• Cautious Attack (lower chance of hitting, higher chance of 

avoiding attacks) 
• Full Defense (cannot attack or use offensive powers at all, but 

much higher Defense and a high chance of avoiding attacks). 
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10.4 Experience and Loot 

Whenever you kill an NPC or monster, you will get base experience 
points (XPs) based on how powerful the target is. If the target killed is 
weaker, only a fraction of the base XP of that NPC or monster mob 
will be awarded. Depending on how much damage is inflicted, some 
XP will be awarded for damage done to the NPC or monster as well.  
 
If you are in a party, XP gained from killing monsters are shared 
among your party members (See Party below). 

 
You do not gain experience for player killing (PK). 
 
When an opponent is killed, he may drop a loot bag. Click on it (or 
press F8) to search the bag. When the Looting Window appears you 
may click on “Take All” to simply take everything, or click on the items 
you wish to take and placed into your inventory.  Players never drop 
loot except when they were carrying Legendary Items. 

 

10.5 Getting Hurt and Dying 

Whenever you are damaged by any damage type (Physical, fire, cold, 
poison or lightning) the damage is reduced or increased depending on 
your Resistance to that damage type. Then the damage you take 
reduces your Hit Points. 
 
Some types of damage have special effects: 
• Cold damage can cause you to suffer a Slow effect for a while, 

which prevents you from running or jumping and reduces your 
attack speed. 

• Poison damage can give you a constant poison damage status for 
a while, causing you to take more damage over time. 

• Lighting damage will also affect your internal energy, so you will 
also lose Chi points when you take lightning damage. 

 
You normally regain lost Hit Points and spent Chi over time, but this 
takes a long time. Typing the /sit or /rest command in the chat bar, or 
selecting it from the Main Menu Panel, causes your PC to meditate, 
increasing the rate of regenerating Hit Points and rejuvenating Chi 
Points. 
 
If your Hit Points drop to zero, you are considered “fallen” and your 
body will remain in the world until you either choose to respawn by 
typing /release or /r, or until you log out, or until someone revives you 
using the Resuscitate skill.  If you log out you will automatically 
respawn when you log back in. 
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When you respawn, you will next appear at the last inn that you bound 
at, and if your Level is 20 or higher you will also lose a percentage of 
the experience points gained at the current level, as well as a 
percentage of your Gold.  It is always better to be resuscitated than to 
respawn and suffer the penalties! 
 
Besides, you will also suffer from Resuscitate Sicknesses. Your 
character will temporarily having Slow, Half attacking and Defense 
Rating.  If you are resuscitated by someone else, you will still suffers 
from Resuscitate Sicknesses but the applied time will be shorten 
based on the rank of the resuscitator. 

10.6 Use of Hotkeys 

Target Features Hotkeys 
Target previous attacker within visible 
range 

F5 

Target nearest, alive player character F6 
Target nearest, alive non-player 
character (with exception of merchants) 

F7 

Target nearest loot F8 
Attack Ctrl 
Follow and face target Shift-F 

 

11 DUEL 

Duels allow you to officially challenge a person to raise your dueling 
ranking in Storm Riders’s martial art world.  However, if you lose a 
duel, it will also lower your dueling ranking in this martial art world. 
 
Duels are performed by selecting a target, right click on the mouse 
and choose duel as the option and then your opponent can choose to 
accept a duel or reject the duel. 
 
Once both parties have entered dueling mode, both of you will be 
marked with a special effect and other players will know that you are 
in a duel. The dueling special effect is a glowing symbol of two 
crossed swords floating over the dueling player’s heads. 
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12 POWERS 

Powers are special martial arts abilities that require special training, 
knowledge of specific Stances, and the use of Chi points.  They can 
be used to temporarily boost your statistics, harm enemies in combat, 
heal injuries, or give beneficial effects to your allies.  Each Power has 
a different effect, described in the Power List Screen. 
 
Powers can be purchased from Trainers just like Stances and Skills.  
You must have an unused Power point to purchase a new power. You 
can sometimes learn Powers during Quests.  These Powers do not 
require unused Power points. 
 
Powers are tied strongly to Stances.  To learn a specific Power, you 
must have sufficient ranks in the specific stance, for example, Flaming 
Saber Power can only be learned (purchased) if you have 5 ranks in a 
Saber stance.  You may also need to learn another power as a 
prerequisite. 
 

 
To use a Power, you must be in the related combat stance and 

holding a weapon for that stance. 
 E.g. To use Wrath of the Hero, you must be wielding a staff type 

weapon and be in the staff stance. 
 
 

Interrupting a Duel 
Since duels can happen anywhere and there are other players in the 
same zones as the duelists, there is always have possibilities that 
another player may accidentally or intentionally interrupt a duel. 

 
As a result of this, the following conditions are applied to determine what 
happens. 

 
• If a player in dueling mode is attacked (melee or power) by another 

player who is not in the duel, the duel is considered interrupted and 
ends. Being attacked by NPC (melee or power) will not interrupt a 
duel. 

• If anyone targets a merchant, attacks or activates a power on 
players outside the duel, the duel is forfeited. If one of the duelers 
disconnects, the duel is considered interrupted. 

• If the duel is interrupted, the duel ends immediately and there is no 
winner or loser. No points are lost or gained. 

Wagered Duel 
In wagered dueling, all the rules are same as normal duel except you can 
duel for money or items besides earning duel points. 
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You can activate any power from the Power Table by right clicking on 
it.  You can drag the icon from the Power Table to a Quick Slot, where 
you can activate the power by right clicking it there or pressing its 
corresponding Quick Slot hotkey. Open your Power Table by pressing 
“N”. 
 
Some powers require you to have a target before you activate the 
power.  These powers will affect any legal target you currently have 
selected when it is activated. If the target is not legal, the power fails.  
A power that affects friendly targets will always affect you instead if 
you have no target when you activate it. 
 
If you do not have enough Chi Points to use a Power, the power will 
not be activated and a system message will indicate.  In addition, if 
you are damaged while using a Power that is not a melee range 
combat Power, it fails. 
 
Some powers are able to be interrupted if the caster received damage 
while casting.  

 

12.1 Chain Power 

When a player character reaches level 101 and above, the player 
character's mastery of the martial arts grants him the ability to 
combine and execute several powers all at once. Chain powers allow 
the PC to activate in a single action several different powers, one after 
the other with no execution time or cool down period between them. 
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Chain Powers can make characters extremely powerful as with a 
single blow, the character is able to unleash the effects of several 
different powers instantly on the opponent. Chain Powers can also be 
used to quickly activate several buff type powers quickly instead of 
spending time to execute each buff power one by one. 
 
Forming a Chained Power 
To form a chain power, the PC must first open their Chain Power 
screen by typing /chain in chat bar. 
The PC can then select and place any combination of powers he 
knows from his Power screen into the empty slots which are tagged to 
the chain power icon above it. 

 

                        
 
 

The maximum number of powers that a player may place into a single 
chain power is determined by the PC's level: 

• Level 101-129 chain 2 powers together 
• Level 130-159 chain 3 powers together 
• Level 160-189 chain 4 powers together 
• Level 190-200 chain 5 powers together 

 
If the player is of insufficient level to use some of the empty slots, they 
are crossed out and powers cannot be placed into them. 
The absolute maximum number of powers that can ever be chained 
together is 5. 
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There are certain rules to observe when a PC form chain powers: 

• Only powers of the same stance can be chained together. 
• Harmful powers may only chain with other harmful powers. 

Harmful powers may not be chained with Friendly powers. 
• Friendly powers may only chain with other friendly powers. 

Friendly powers may not be chained with Harmful powers. 
• Range powers and melee powers may be chained together. If 

one of the powers in the chain is melee and the target is too far 
away, that particular power will not work but the others will 
work. 

• Self powers can be chained with other powers but the power 
will only affect your self and not another target, even if the 
other powers in the chain affect other targets. 

• You may not add more than 1 of the same power in the same 
chain. 

 
 

Using and Activating Chain Powers 
To use a chain power, simply select the chain power icon and place it 
into a quick slot. 
The chain power can now be activated the same way as a regular 
power: by hitting the quick slot key or right clicking on the power. 
Activating the chain power icon executes all the powers in the row in a 
single action. 

 
Chain Powers have the following properties: 

• The chi cost (and/or hp cost) is the total of chi cost of all the 
powers in the chain. 

• The Execution Time is the highest execution time of all the 
powers in the chain. 

• The Cool down period is the highest cool down period of all the 
powers in the chain. 

• The Effect is the combination of all the effects of all the powers 
placed in the activated chain power. 

• The rank of the effects in the chain power is determined by the 
rank of the powers the effects come from. 

 
When a chain power is activated, it will attempt to activate all the 
powers in the chain in the sequence it was placed, as a result the 
effects of the chained powers affect their targets in the order they are 
chained together. 
Powers in a chain may fail to execute if conditions prevents it from 
executing, such as a melee power in the chain targeting an opponent 
that is too far away. 
When a power in the chain fails, it is skipped and the chain continues 
activating the other powers in the row.  
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13 SKILLS 

Skills are abilities that player characters can train in, each of which 
has its own specialized use. There are 13 Skills in the game. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
When creating a new character, you must select 3 skills. To learn 
additional skills, your character can purchase them from trainers 
(merchant NPCs) in the villages at any zones in the game. 
 
In order to use the skills, either a) right clicks on the skill icons in the 
Skill List Screen, or b) left-click to transfer the icon to a quick slot, and 
activate the quick slots normally. 

 

13.1 Brew Medicine 

This skill allows your character to mix combinations of herbs and turn 
them into special medicine.  Brewing medicine requires the proper 
recipe. 
 
To brew a medicine, place all required herbs into the Action Slot.  
Open your Action Slot from the Main Menu Panel. Activating the brew 
medicine from the Skill List Screen (right click) or from a Quick Slot 
(numeric key or right click) will start the medicine brewing with the 
herbs in the Action Slot. 
 
If there are illegal items in the Action Slot (not herbs), the process will 
fail and you will be informed that the skill does not work with foreign 
items in the slots, and only herbs can be used for brewing.  Note that 

Brew Medicine      Forge Weapon  

Detect Hidden  Evaluate Opponent  

Identify Item                   Pick Pocket  

Prowl   Resuscitate  

Crafting Jewelry   Crafting Wearable  

Sprinting   Taunt   

Guard   
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medicines and food, although are consumables, are not herbs and 
cannot be used for brewing. 
 
If an herb of a level requirement higher than your brew medicine skill 
is placed in the slot, the process will fail and you will be informed that 
your skill is not high enough to use the herbs in the Action Slot. 
 
If the number of herbs placed in the Action Slot exceeds the number 
which you are capable of brewing at your skill rank, the process will 
fail and you will be informed that your skill is too low to brew. 
 
If the combination of herbs in the Action Slot is wrong when brewed, 
the process fails and the user is informed that the recipe is wrong. 
 
Note that all failed processes do not use up or destroy the herbs.  A 
successful process destroys everything in the Action Slot and 
replaces it with the single, newly brewed medicine. 

 
 

13.2 Craft Jewelry 

This skill allows your character to mix combinations of gems to turn 
them into special jewelries.  This Skill requires the proper recipe. 
 
To craft a Jewel, place all required gems into the Action Slot.  Open 
your Action Slot from the Main Menu Panel.  Activating the crafting 
skill from the Skill List Screen (right click) or from a Quick Slot 
(numeric key or right click) will start the crafting process in the Action 
Slot. 
 
If there are illegal items in the Action Slot, the process will fail and you 
will be informed that the skill does not work with foreign items in the 
slots. 
 
If a gem of a level requirement higher than your crafting skill is placed 
in the slot, the process will fail and you will be informed that your skill 
is not high enough to use the gems in the Action Slot. 
 
If the number of gems placed in the Action Slot exceeds the number 
which you are capable of crafting at your skill rank, the process will fail 
and you will be informed that your skill rank is too low to craft. 
 
If the combination of gems in the Action Slot is wrong when crafted, 
the process fails and you will be informed that the recipe is wrong. 
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Note that all failed processes do not use up or destroy the 
components.  A successful process destroys everything in the Action 
Slot and replaces it with the single, newly crafted jewel. 

 
 

13.3 Craft Wearable 

This skill allows your character to mix combinations of metal to turn 
them into special wearable.  This Skill requires the proper recipe. It 
also allows you to repair wearable when the durability of the item 
wears down.  The chance of getting the item repaired depends on the 
rank of your skill and if you fail to repair the item, the hardness of the 
item will drop. If the items are broken, you have to get it to the 
blacksmith for repair, but if the hardness of the item drops down to 
zero, the item cannot be repaired anymore. 
 
To craft a wearable item, place all required metals into the Action Slot.  
Open your Action Slot from the Main Menu Panel. Activating the 
crafting skill from the Skill List Screen (right click) or from a Quick Slot 
(numeric key or right click) will start the crafting process in the Action 
Slot. 
 
If there are illegal items in the Action Slot, the process will fail and you 
will be informed that the skill does not work with foreign items in the 
slots. 
 
If there is a metal of a level requirement higher than your crafting skill, 
is placed in the slot, the process will fail and you will be informed that 
your skill is not high enough to use the component in the Action Slot. 

 
If the number of metals placed in the Action Slot exceeds the number 
which you are capable of crafting at your skill rank, the process will fail 
and you will be informed that your skill is too low to craft. 
 
If the combination of metals in the Action Slot is wrong when crafted, 
the process fails and you will be informed that the recipe is wrong. 
 
Note that all failed processes do not use up or destroy the 
components.  A successful process destroys everything in the Action 
Slot and replaces it with the single, newly crafted wearable item. 

 
 

13.4 Detect Hidden 

When activated, this skill will constantly reveal hidden and prowling 
characters or items within a range.  Use this skill to reveal other 
characters and objects (both friend and foe) to all.  This skill will 
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constantly consume your Chi Points when the skill is continuously 
activated. The chances of success depend on your Detect Hidden skill 
rank and the opposing character’s or object’s Prowl skill rank.  This 
skill has a cool down time after it ends, before you can use it again. 

 
 

13.5 Evaluate Opponent 

This skill allows your character to reveal specific information about the 
targeted character. The amount and type of information revealed 
depend on your character’s skill rank, as well as the targeted 
character’s level.  This skill has a range limitation. 

 

13.6 Forge Weapon 

This skill allows your character to mix craft weapon components to the 
weapons to your liking.  It also allows you to repair the weapon when 
the durability of the weapon wears down. The chance of getting the 
item repaired depend the rank of your skill. And if you fail to repair the 
item, the hardness of the item will drop... If the items are broken, you 
have to get it to the blacksmith for repair, but if the hardness of the 
item drops down to zero, the item cannot be repaired anymore. 

 
To forge a weapon, place all weapon components and the weapon to 
be crafted into the Action Slot. Open the Action Slots from the Main 
Menu Panel. Activating the craft weapon from the Skill List Screen 
(right click) or from the Skill Quick Slots (press numeric key or right 
click) will start the weapon crafting process with the base weapon and 
the weapon components in the Action Slots. 
 
If there are illegal items in the Action Slots, the process will fail and 
you will be informed that the skill does not work with foreign items in 
the slots, 
 
If there is no weapon in the Action Slots, the process will fail and you 
will be informed that a weapon must be placed into the Action Slots 
before crafting. 
 
If there is more than one weapon in the Action Slots, the process will 
fail and you will be informed that you can only craft one weapon at a 
time and all extra weapons will have to be removed from the Action 
Slots. 
 
If the weapon in the Action Slots already has components crafted in it, 
the process will fail and you will be informed that the weapon is 
already imbued and cannot be crafted again. 
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If there is a weapon or component of a level requirement higher than 
your crafting skill is placed in the slot, the process will fail and you will 
be informed that your skill is not high enough to use the weapon or 
components in the Action Slots. 
 
If the number of metals placed in the Action Slot exceeds the number 
which you are capable of crafting at your skill rank, the process will fail 
and you will be informed that your skill is too low to craft. 
 
If the number of weapon components in the Action Slot exceeds the 
number which you are capable of crafting, the process will fail and you 
will be informed that your skill is too low to craft. 
 
Note that all failed processes do not use up or destroy any items in 
the Action Slot.  A successful crafting process destroys everything in 
the Action Slot and replaces it with the single, newly crafted weapon. 

 
 

13.7 Identify Item 

This skill allows your character to identify all unidentified wearable 
item, consumable, weapon or weapon component in your inventory. If 
the Identify Item skill requirement is equal or lower than the skill rank, 
the item can be identified. 

 
 

13.8 Pick Pocket 

Pick Pocket allows your character to steal one item from the inventory 
of another player character (PC) or a non-player character (NPC).  
The skill only works if your character and the victim are both within 
combat range of each other.  If either moves out of range, the stealing 
attempt automatically fails. Your character must remain absolutely still 
while activating this skill. 
 
If the target is a NPC, it immediately turns hostile and also calls for 
guards or his allies to attack your character. If your character is 
attempting to steal from another player character and failed, the victim 
character immediately gets a message informing him or her of the 
stealing attempt and also the identity of the thief will also be revealed. 
However, if your character is successful in stealing, the victim 
character will be notified (via system message) only after one minute, 
that he or she has been robbed. The identity of the thief will not be 
revealed. 
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13.9 Prowl 

When activated, the skill allows your character to go invisible. While 
your character is invisible, you can only move and turn at walking 
speed, evaluate other characters and NPCs, and chat.  Doing any of 
the following:- jumping, changing to run mode, activating an item or 
consumable, activating an object, activating a power, activating any 
skill (other than Evaluate Opponent) or changing into combat mode 
immediately makes you visible. If your invisible character takes any 
sort of damage, from any source, you will immediately lose your 
invisibility. Some NPCs, including guards, have a chance of detecting 
an invisible character and deactivating his invisibility. This skill will 
constantly consume your chi points when the skill is continuously 
activated. The rank of the skill determines how long the character can 
remain invisible for each activation. Every 1 rank of the skill allows the 
character to stay invisible for 6 seconds. If there is insufficient chi to 
you will become visible again. This skill has a cool down time after it 
ends, before you can use it again. 
 
Characters that have been detected cannot go back into prowl mode 
unless their Prowl attempt overcomes all the Detect Hidden skill used 
by other characters in the vicinity. 

 
 

13.10 Resuscitate 

This skill allows your character to revive another targeted character 
that has fallen (Hit Point reduced to zero). This allows the fallen 
character to recover immediately. A character that has been 
resuscitated does not lose experience point or gold penalty for dying, 
unlike re-spawning. It also help reduced the Resuscitate Sickness 
applied time for the revived character. If the option is turned on for 
‘Resuscitate Offer’s, the targeted character has to accept the offer to 
resuscitate before the skill can be activated. See the chapter on 
Game Options for more information. There is a limitation to this skill. 
The longer a character has been in the fallen state, the harder it is to 
resuscitate him and therefore higher skill rank is required to 
resuscitate. Your character must spend Chi Points to activate this 
skill. 

 
 

13.11 Sprinting 

This skill allows your character to move at a faster speed than the 
usual running mode. Your character’s forward movement will increase 
by 150% of normal running speed, plus approximately another 1% per 
skill rank. To use the skill, your character will continuously spend chi 
points.  You can continue to use this skill until chi points are fully 
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exhausted. This skill has a cool down time after it ends, before you 
can use it again. 
 
Whenever in sprint mode, your character is set to non-combat stance.  
Changing into sprint mode immediately aborts any skills, power 
activation or transactions in process. Changing to combat mode, 
activation of any skills or using a consumable will automatically break 
your character out of sprint mode. 
 
 

13.12 Taunt 

The taunt skill is a special skill that can only be used on a non-player 
character or mob that can fight. The skill aggravates the NPC or mob 
to become aggressive and increase the chance of attacking the player 
character that aggravated it with the taunt skill. As such, the taunt skill 
can be used to lure a NPC or mob to a location for players to ambush 
or to distract an aggressive mob from attacking weaker members of 
the player’s party. Tanker type characters will use the taunt skill to 
make themselves the focus of the monster’s attacks so that the rest of 
the party can do their part with less harassment. 
 
The taunt skill cannot be used against Player controlled characters or 
Game Object NPC such as merchants. The Taunt skill can only be 
used on NPC or mobs that can fight. 

 
The range of the Taunt Skill is 30 meters, same as the range of a bow. 
The taunt skill is not an area affecting effect and affects only 1 target 
selected by the user. It requires the user to select a target within range 
before activating the skill. 

 

13.13 Guard 

 
The guard skill is a special skill that can be used on a player 
character, NPC or mob that can be attacked. The skill allows a PC 
with the skill to help protect another PC, NPC or monster by taking 
some of the damage that the protected target would normally take, 
thus reducing the damage that the target would have received and 
prolonging its life. Generally the users of the Guard Skill become 
human shields that help their protected target absorb damage. 
 
The skill can also be used during war events and Friendly Clan Versus 
Clan Matches to reduce damage done to the objectives such as the 
skirmish monuments, town capture towers and the relic vault. 
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To use the Guard Skill, the player must first select the target he 
wishes to protect and activate the guard skill. This will activate the 
guard skill and a small panel with the guard skill logo will appear 
showing the name of the target the player will be guarding and its 
current HP.  
 
While the player is near the guarded target, a percentage of the 
damage normally taken by the guarded target will be diverted to the 
guarding player. Each time damage is diverted from the guarded 
target, a percentage of the damage diverted is deducted from the 
guarding player’s Chi.  
 
The range of the guard skill, the amount of Chi cost for diverting the 
damage and the amount of damage that is diverted is dependent on 
the skill rank of the Guard Skill. 
 
The guard skill has a general cool down time of 6 seconds after it is 
deactivated before it can be used again. 

 
 

14 LEVEL ADVANCEMENT 

 
As you defeat opponents and complete tasks/quests, you will gain 
Experience Points. When you have gained sufficient Experience 
Points you will be informed that you have gained a level, and a special 
effect will play on your character. 
 
If you have selected a Template during character generation, you will 
have your Attributes, Skills and Stances improved automatically when 
you gain a level. You may turn the Template on or off at any time in 
the Main Menu Panel. 
 
For every level you gain from level 1-100, you will be given 3 Attribute 
points, 1 Stance point and 3 Skill points. You gain 1 Power point for 
every 2 levels gained. Unless you are using the Template, you must 
allocate these points manually. Otherwise the points will remain 
unused. For Characters who reach level 101 and above, the amount 
of Attribute, Stance, Skill and Power points given are different. 
 
Open the Character Information Screen to change your Attributes, the 
Skill List Screen to change your Skills, and the Stance List Screen to 
change your Stances.  Click on the + buttons to allocate points to your 
Attributes, Skills and Stances. You can also buy new Skills and 
Stances from Trainers. 
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Powers can be bought from Trainers. You may left-click on the + 
buttons to allocate points to your existing Powers, if you have any.  A 
new character does not start with any Powers. 
 
Your Maximum Hit Points and Maximum Chi will also increase when 
you gain a level. 
 
 

15 CHARACTER RESET SYSTEM 

The unique Character Reset System gives players the ability to reset 
any single Attribute, Skill or Power points at a time; allowing them a 
chance to experiment on the various character builds and to try the 
many powers made available in the game. Players can reset their 
existing characters to learn new powers and skills added from 
expansions without having to make a new character. 

15.1 Reset Points 

 
To do a resetting, players must first have Character Reset Points, 
which are automatically gain at these following levels: 

 
• Level 20 1 point 
• Level 50 1 point 
• Level 80 1 point 
• Level 120 2 points 
• Level 160 2 points 

Character Reset Points are accumulative and players are able to save 
these gained points to be use anytime. One Reset Point is required to 
reset any single Attribute, Skill or Power points respectively. 

15.2 How to Use the Reset Points 

In order to use their reset points, players need to speak to a Trainer, 
and select from the 2 dialog options related to the reset system: 

 
"I would like to reset my character." - To reset character by following 
further dialog options given. 

"I would like to check my remaining Character Reset Points" - To view 
character reset points that the character currently has. 
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15.3 Effects of Using Reset Points 

Resetting Attribute point – Reduce the selected Attribute to 5 and all 
remaining points will be returned to the unused Attribute Points total.  

 
Resetting Skill or Power point - Remove the selected Skill or Power 
itself and all these points will be returned back to the unused Skill or 
Power Points total.  

Resetting Legendary Powers - Reduced the selected Legendary 
Power to rank 1. The reset power points will then returned to the 
unused Power Points total. 

 

16 QUESTS 

The game offers 2 kinds of quests; tasks and storyline quests. 

Tasks are simple pre-set quests that are mostly linear and are always 
the same. Tasks of this nature include killing specific NPCs, finding a 
certain item and taking an item to certain location. Tasks are offered 
by merchants in the villages and your PC can perform the similar task 
more than once but not consecutively. However, you can only perform 
one task at a time. You need to quit the current task, if uncompleted, 
to take on another. Tasks will earn you experience points, items 
and/or gold. 

Storyline quests are special quests that tell the primary story and 
events in the game world. It is made up of several inter-related quests 
that dynamically change and evolve depending on how each 
individual quest is completed. These quests could earn you more than 
experience points and gold. Do them and find out for yourself. 
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You have a task/quest journal that keeps track of the quests currently 
being accepted. The table can be opened by pressing “Q” or activated 
through the Main Menu Panel. Tasks are recorded under the tab 
“Task” and only records one task at a time and they can be done 
multiple times. On the other hand, you can perform multiple storyline 
quests, which are all recorded in your quest journal under the tab 
“Quest” in the quest journal table. Uncompleted storyline quests are 
denoted in yellow, completed ones in green and red means you have 
failed to perform the quest. The quest journal shows the title of the 
storyline.  You may click on the title to extract detail of the quest. 
 
 

 

17 PARTIES 

Adventuring alone can be very dangerous. It is always better to join 
with other players so that you have help when facing powerful 
enemies.  This kind of temporary group is called a Party.  However, 
you will have to share experience points from defeating NPCs.  
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To invite someone to form a party with you, click on the PC to target it.  
Then click on the Party icon on the Main Menu Panel or simply right 
click on the target and then select “Invite Player”. This is only possible 
if the player is not already in a party.  If you take this option, that 
player will receive your invitation. If that player accepts, the player will 
join your party.  A party cannot have more than 10 members. 
 
If you receive an invitation from another player to join their party, you 
will receive a confirmation window and you can click on “Accept” or 
“Reject” to accept or reject the invitation. 
 
While in a party, you will share all Experience Points gained from 
killing enemies with your fellow party members only in your vicinity.  
Party members who have a higher level will get a higher proportion of 
the total experience, but members who have a lower level than the 
others will still benefit because they get to share experience from 
defeating more powerful monsters than they could defeat individually. 
 
You cannot attack a fellow party member in combat. In addition, 
hostile powers will not affect your party members.  Powers which can 
only affect a friendly player will only work on fellow party members. 
 
To see the list of party members, click on the Party icon on the Main 
Menu Panel and then select “Party List” from the Party menu, or press 
“N”, to open the Party Screen.  This shows the list of members in your 
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party, together with their current Hit Points and Chi, and the icons of 
any effects they might have on them. 
 
To leave the party, click on the Party icon on the Main Menu Panel 
and then select “Leave party” from the Party menu or simply click on 
“Leave Party”. In addition, you automatically leave your current party 
whenever you log out of the game. 
 
If you want to dissolve the party, click on the Party icon the Main 
Menu Panel and then select “Dissolve party” from the Party menu.  
This will remove all party members from the party. 
 
While a group of PC is in a party, they will get a party bonus to 
experience points gained for defeating enemies. The amount of bonus 
gained increases when there are more members of similar level in the 
party.  
 

 
 
When the player forms a party or joins a party, their Party interface is 
defaulted into a mini Party window. This mini Party window works as a 
miniaturized version of the original Party window. This feature allows 
the player to see the names and Hit Points condition of all the 
members in his party, while taking up less space in the screen area 
than the original large Party window. There is a window size toggle 
button in the Party window to switch between the large version and 
the mini version. No matter which version, both can be open and 
close the same way as before – via pressing the N hotkey or from 
selecting the Party option from the Main Menu Panel.  
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18 BROTHERHOOD 

A Brotherhood is a bond formed between two player characters of 
differing levels.  The higher level character, known as the elder 
brother, is responsible for acting as a mentor to the lower level 
character, known as the younger brother. It is up to the elder brother 
to decide what kind of help or advice to give the younger brother.  For 
instance, an elder brother could give the younger brother items, 
money or protection against hostile players. 
 
In return for this aid, the elder brother gains bonus experience points 
as the younger brother gains experience points.  Whenever a younger 
brother gains experience points, a small bonus amount of experience 
points is set aside for the elder brother. Whenever the elder brother 
logs in or travels between zones, all of the accumulated experience 
from younger brothers is given to the elder brother. 
 
 

 
 
 
The player who wants to become the elder brother must offer 
brotherhood to the player with the lower level character; it cannot 
happen the other way around.  If you want to form a brotherhood with 
another player of lower level, you must target that player, then click on 
the Brotherhood icon on the Main Menu Panel or from the drop-list in 
the Brotherhood Screen or simply right click on your target and select 
“Form brotherhood”.  This is only possible if the target is not already a 
younger brother to someone else. If that player accepts the invitation, 
the brotherhood will be formed. 
 
A player can have multiple younger brothers, and the younger 
brothers can also have their own younger brothers.  This will increase 
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the experience points passed to the original elder brother. A player 
can have up to 20 younger brothers, and he may only have a single 
elder brother.  You can click on the Brotherhood icon on the Main 
Menu Panel or the drop-list in the Brotherhood Table and select 
“Brotherhood list” or simply type /br list to open the Brotherhood 
Screen to see the list of your younger brothers.  The Brotherhood list 
will also show the online status of your brothers. 
 
If a player feels that the elder brother is not giving enough help, he 
can sever the relationship.  Either the younger or the elder brother can 
break the brotherhood.  To do this, you must click on the Brotherhood 
icon on the Main Menu Panel or from the drop menu in the 
Brotherhood Screen and select “Break Brotherhood” from the 
Brotherhood menu. 

 
 

19 CLANS 

The martial arts clans are an important part of the world of Storm 
Riders Online.  Each clan has its own unique powers which it only 
teaches its own members, and the clans are forever struggling against 
one another for domination.  There are currently 5 clans which a 
player can join: 
• King of Heroes Clan 
• Matchless Clan 
• Sword Worship Clan 
• Swift Meaning Clan 
• Supreme Sword Clan 
 
There are also other martial arts clans in the world, such as Tian Xia, 
Godless Palace and Blue Moon Clan, which players cannot join.  
Depending on how you play the game, these clans may become 
valuable allies, or dangerous enemies. 
 
A clan is organized into several ‘divisions’ called Halls. Halls are 
useful in organizing members into more manageable groups as clans 
sometimes can grow to very large magnitudes. A clan can organize 
members into specific halls which serve different functions for the 
clan. Each clan can have a maximum of 11 Halls which can hold a 
maximum of 500 members each. This helps manage a maximum clan 
total of 5,500 members. Each Hall in a Clan is assigned a pre-fixed 
name, such as Green Dragon Hall or White Lion Hall which is fixed 
and cannot be changed by players. Once a particular Hall has 
reached its maximum limit of 500 members, no other members may 
be placed in that Hall but must be placed other available Halls.  
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19.1 Joining a Clan 

To join a clan, your character cannot already be in another clan.  If 
you fulfill this requirement, there are three ways to join a clan: 
 
• If a clan is controlled by an NPC Leader, talk to the Clan Recruiter 

and ask to join the clan. If your Clan Rating is too low (below 100) 
you may only join the clan by overthrowing the NPC leader and 
taking over the clan. 

 
• If a clan is controlled by a PC Leader, you can talk to the Clan 

Recruiter or you may receive an offer to join a clan by a clan 
member of any Rank.  If your Clan Rating is too low (below 100) 
you may only join the clan upon invitation by the Clan Seniors and 
above. When a PC is invited or inducted into a Clan, he 
immediately joins the Hall of the member who invited him. To 
change Halls however, permission must be obtained from the 
respective Hall Leaders. 

 
 

19.1.1 Benefits of Joining a Clan 
 

• Gain special benefits and buffs provided by the Clan’s Relic (only 
after re-logging in) 

• Gain special benefits and buffs provided by any Towns captured 
by the Clan 

• Gain access to trainers that teach clan's preferred martial arts 
powers 

• Access to a network of players that may render aid at any time. 
• Access to Clan Stronghold that acts as a safe heaven for 

members. 
• Able to obtain special Clan weapons or equipment that is only 

available from the clan Quartermaster (with appropriate 
reimbursement). 

• May participate in Clan related activities such as Town Capture, 
Relic Capture and other War Events 

 
19.1.2 Restrictions of Joining a Clan 
 

• Suffers penalty to clan rating with rival clan. 
• May not join any other clan while still affiliated to this clan. 
• You will be removed from the Clan if you attack the Clan Town 

Guards of your own Clan 
 

19.2 Clan Ranks 

There are 5 Clan Ranks, as explained below: 
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Rank 
Number 

Rank 
Title 

 

Max in 
Post 

Benefits and Abilities 
 

1 Clan 
Leader 

1 • Cannot be expelled. 
• Sets member rank. 
• Clan leader bonus from relic, 

plus all Rank 2, 3, 4 and 5 
abilities (except relic 
bonuses),  

• Accept members with 
negative ranking into the 
clan. 

2 Clan 
Ministers 

10 • Expel player from clan. 
• Minister bonus from relic, 

plus all Rank 3, 4 and 5 
abilities (except relic 
bonuses). 

• Accept members with 
negative ranking into the 
clan. 

3 Clan 
Masters 

20 • Expel members from clan. 
• Master bonus from relic, 

plus all Rank 4 and 5 
abilities (except relic 
bonuses).  

• Accept members with 
negative ranking into the 
clan. 

4 Clan 
Seniors 

165 • Senior bonus from relic, plus 
all Rank 5 abilities (except 
relic bonus).  

• Accept members with 
negative ranking into the 
clan. 

5 Clan 
Members 

5302 
 

5, 500 
in total 

• Accept members into clan 
(player must have positive or 
neutral rating with the clan).  

• Clan Chat, Clan 
Quartermaster, Clan Doctor, 
Clan Trainer.  

• Member bonus from clan 
relic. 

 
 
If a Leader is killed by NPC, he will not lose his leadership. Also, a 
Leader must be ranked 70 and above to rule a clan, whether through 
normal means or through Clan Take-Over. 
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19.3 Clan Rating 

The Clan Rating system is a measure of how much a faction likes or 
dislikes someone.  A new player has a Clan Rating of 100 towards 
every group in the game. Killing a PC or NPC of a particular Clan will 
reduce your Clan Rating towards that group, while it might also raise 
your Clan Rating towards its enemy Clan.  A Clan Rating of 100 or 
higher is necessary for an NPC Clan Recruiter (the man at the 
entrance to a Clan or at starting villages) to recruit you into a Clan.  
 
While you are a member of a Clan, your Clan Rating for that Clan will 
not change. 
 
The lowest value for Clan Rating is 0; the highest is 200. 

 

19.4 Clan Prestige 

All clans have clan prestige that starts at 2000 points.  Points are 
given for town take over, owning town, having relics in relics vault. 
Points are deducted when the clan loses its relic constantly or 
rejecting other clans’ war challenges. When the clan prestige drops to 
the minimum point, the leadership will be overthrown, the clan 
prestige will start over at 2000. 
 

19.5 Clan Functionalities 
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19.6 Recruitment 

For (PC) controlled clans, any member can invite another non-clan 
player character (PC) to join his or her clan. Target the PC you wish to 
invite. Then either click on “Clan Invite” from the Clan List on the Main 
Menu Panel or type /clan invite on the chat bar.  
 
However, if the player has less than the necessary Clan Prestige 
points, only a Senior or members of higher ranked posts can invite the 
player into the clan 
 
The player receiving the invitation will have a pop-up window with the 
options “Accept” and “Cancel”. If the invitation is accepted, the invited 
character is added as a Rank 5 (Clan status: Member). Joining a clan 
will give a penalty to the character’s Rating towards the clan’s Enemy 
Clan. 
 
Clan cannot have more than 5,500 members in total (including leader 
and other ranks) and each member will automatically be inducted into 
any of the available 11 (maximum) Clan Halls. Each Hall can have a 
maximum of 500 members each. 

 

19.7 Clan Hall 

As each clan has 11 Clan Halls, each Clan Hall can have a maximum 
of: 

• 1 Hall Leader (Only Clan Leader or Clan Minister can become 
a Hall Leader) 

• 2 Clan Master ranks 
• 15 Clan Senior ranks 
• 482 Clan Member ranks 

 

19.8 Quitting Clan 

You can quit your clan by clicking “Leave Clan” from the clan list in the 
Main Menu Panel or simply type /clan leave on the chat bar.  Doing so 
will alter the character’s clan status negatively towards the clan by 
giving a penalty to the character’s Clan Rating. 
 
After you give this command, you will receive a message telling you 
that you will become a non-member in a short while. After 2 to 12 
minutes or when you log out/respawn/leave zone, your clan departure 
will be completed. 
 
When that happens you will lose all clan benefits and you cannot use 
the Clan Stronghold’s facilities anymore.  
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19.9 Promoting/Demoting Clan members 

If you are a Clan Leader, you are able to promote or demote 
members’ position within your clan. You can do this by targeting on 
the PC and set his or her rank using the clan list from the Main Menu 
Panel. If your target is not around you can type /clan rank <rank 
number> <player name> to set his or her rank in the clan. A Clan 
Leader can also expel a member from the clan by typing /clan rank 0 
<player name> or simply target the PC and click on “Clan Expel” in 
the clan list from the Main Menu Panel.  In this case the character will 
be given a message similar to the one for /clan leave, and will leave 
the clan in 2 to 12 minutes or upon log out/ respawn/ leaving zone, 
whichever comes first.  

 

19.10 Quitting Clan Post 

If you are a Clan Leader, Minister, Master or Senior, you may 
quit/resign from your position and become a member.  You can quit 
your clan post by clicking “Quit Post” in the clan list in the Main Menu 
Panel or simply type /clan quitpost. The Leader can choose a 
successor; either the character specified in <player name> (if it is a 
member) will become leader (eg /clan quitpost Faith), or if there is no 
<player name>, his target (if it is a member) will become the new 
leader.  If the Leader does not give a <player name> or a target 
together with this command, he will quit the clan without appointing a 
successor. Please refer to change of leadership for details. 
 
In any clan rank change involving the leader, a message will be 
broadcast to all clan members in the scene informing them of the 
Change in Leadership. 
 

19.11 Expulsion/Banishment of Clan Members 

Clan members of Master to Leader rank have the power to expel a 
clan member from the clan, sending him into exile. No one can expel a 
member of equal or higher rank. To expel someone, simply select the 
offending clan member and type in /clan <rank> expel or type in /clan 
<rank> expel <player name>. The expelled member can rejoin the 
clan at any time through the usual means. Effects of expulsion from a 
clan, is immediate. If the expelled member is in the vicinity of any clan 
town guards, he should make a hasty and immediate retreat. 

 
Once you resign or is expelled from a clan, you may no longer enter 
the clan’s stronghold safely as the clan town guards will view you as 
an intruder and attack. You cannot train with the Clan Trainer, so you 
can never learn new skills or powers from there. You cannot purchase 
items or receive services from Clan Doctor or Clan Quartermasters.  
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Take note that any clan members who have not logged 
into the game for the past 7 days will be removed from 

the clan by the system. 
 
 

19.12 Clan Member List 

You can click on the option “Clan List” from the Main Menu Panel to 
open the clan list table or simply type /cl hall to view your clan’s 
members’ name, rank and online/offline status. 
 
If you wish to view just clan members’ status of a particular rank, 
simply type /clan list rank <rank number>. 

 
 

19.13 Change of Leadership 

If you kill the Special NPC leader that is in control of an NPC Clan, 
you will join that clan automatically and become the new Clan Leader 
for that Clan, provided you are not already a member of another clan. 
 
If you manage to kill the PC Leader of a PC Clan, your character will 
join that clan automatically and become the new Clan Leader for that 
Clan and the former leader will be immediately kicked out.  Similarly, if 
you kill your own Clan Leader, your character immediately becomes 
the new Clan Leader while the ex-leader immediately leaves the clan.  
Under all other circumstances, the PC Leader will remain Leader 
when he respawns if killed by NPCs. 
 
When a Clan Leader of a PC Clan leaves his rank using /clan 
quitpost, he can also name a successor by setting /clan quitpost while 
targeting some other character or specifying the name in <player 
name> (see above).  If not, then as long as there is one other clan 
member, the PC with the next highest rank in the clan who has most 
recently logged in will immediately be promoted to Leader and 
everyone in the clan will be informed of this. 
 
When a Clan Leader of a PC Clan has not logged in for 3 days or 
more, he loses his rank automatically and will be kicked out the clan. 
If there are any other PC members that have logged in during the past 
3 days, the rank of Leader goes to the highest ranking PC, with most 
recent login time used to decide between two or more members of 
equal rank.  
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Whenever a Clan gains a new Leader, all other Clan Members in the 
same scene will receive a message informing them of this event. 
 

19.14 Clan Relic 

Every clan has a Clan Relic, which provides a continuous bonus to all 
Clan Members while it is under the control of the clan. Captured 
enemy relics also provide additional bonuses, giving incentive for 
clans to raid each other to steal relics. 

 
Clan Relics are stored in the Relic Container somewhere deep in the 
Stronghold. The player can open it by clicking on it. This will reveal the 
relic slots where the clan’s relics, as well as any enemy relics, are 
stored.  
 
Losing an original Clan Relic, the following things happen: 

 
• All relic bonuses given to clan members are lost. This does not 

take effect immediately. The bonuses will wear off after a period of 
time 

• All merchants and trainers will sell their items at higher prices. 
• To fix this state of affairs, recover the Clan’s original Clan Relic. 

 

19.15 Clan Take Over 

Players who wish to gain leadership of a clan or to dispose off a bad 
or unpopular leader can attempt to overthrow a clan and take over the 
leadership of a clan. The process is similar to the town capture 
process (see War System - Open PK). 
 
First, the PC who wishes to take over a clan must currently be neutral 
and not be a member of any clan. He/She must then form a party of 
10 persons with 9 other players that are also not members in any 
clan. Before going for the Clan Relic, all towns currently controlled by 
the clan must be turned neutral by the neutral players; in other words, 
it must not be in control by the clan anymore. Next, they must steal 
the clan’s relic from the relic vault. They must kill or chase away all 
clan town guards and player character clan members in a certain 
radius around the clan relic vault. 
 
 
A clan is successfully taken over when all clan guards and player 
character clan members within a radius around the clan relic are killed 
or chased away. Once the area is cleared of clan town guards and 
player character clan members, the player who wishes to become the 
new clan leader must replace the stolen relic into the relic vault before 
any clan town guards re-spawn within the cleared radius. The area 
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must also be cleared of any other players that are not in the party. 
This makes it difficult to take over a clan if the players do not have 
strong support from other players or the clan members themselves to 
keep them away while the try to take over the clan. 
 
If the clan takeover is successful, the player who placed the relic into 
the clan vault will become the leader and all the party members will 
become the ministers. The old leader and ministers will get kicked out 
of the clan.  
 

19.16 Clan Prestige 

Clan prestige determines how famous, powerful and prestigious a clan 
is. The higher the prestige of the clan, the more benefits it gets. 
Prestige is also used to kick bad or irresponsible leaders from a clan. 

 
Higher prestige gives a clan:- 
• Access to better trap upgrades (see Clan Treasury below) 
• Access to better guard upgrades and more guards (see Clan 

Treasury below) 
• Access to better quartermaster and doctor upgrades (see Clan 

Treasury below) 
• Access to better relic buffs 
• Access to better town buffs 
• Higher taxes from captured towns 

 
All clans start with 2000 prestige points. These prestige points will 
increase or decrease depending on the clan’s actions. 
• Every hour clan relic is not in relic vault -20pts 
• Keeping a captured clan relic in the vault +1 point per relic each 

‘real time’ hour 
• Controlling a town +1 point per town each ‘real time’ hour 
• When a ranking clan member (Clan Leader/Clan Minister/Clan 

Master) kills another player, one at a time outside of war, -10pts 
for each kill 

• If a clan wins in the Total War, the positive score earned will be 
converted to clan prestige point reward. As for the losing clan, 
when the total score of that clan reach a negative value, that 
clan will have a deduction in its clan prestige point at the greater 
rate. 

• In the same Total War, there can also be a case of one clan 
being an Underdog clan to its stronger opponent clan (in terms 
of less number of towns controlled or no town controlled at all, 
less or no relic at all in their relic vault, and every member of the 
clan has lower levels compare to the opponent’s clan). In this 
case, if the Underdog clan wins the war, there is an additional 
bonus clan prestige reward of 500 points. The opponent clan of 
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the Underdog that lost the war will be penalized with 500 clan 
prestige point deduction. 

 
Once a clan prestige drops to 100, the current clan leader is booted 
out. A new leader will have to be chosen. Prestige points are then 
reset to 500 so that the new leader has a chance of regaining the relic. 
 

19.17 Clan Treasury 

A Clan Treasury holds the gold that a clan gets from:- 
• Deposit of excess cash from clan leader or minister 
• Clan member’s contribution 
• War System rewards (refer to War System) 
 
Only the leader and ministers may access the functions of the clan 
treasury. This can be done by talking to a special NPC called the Clan 
Advisor. 
 
Functions of the Clan Treasury includes:- 
Deposit Gold – opens a numeric input to allow user to deposit gold 
into treasury 
Withdraw Gold – opens a numeric input to allow user to deposit gold 
into treasury 
Show current gold total – a counter showing the amount of gold 
currently in the treasury 
Upgrade Clan – opens a menu of upgrades the clan can have. Cost of 
upgrades is removed directly from the treasury. Upgrades can vary 
and may include:- 
• Install and Upgrade Traps to defend the Clan Stronghold 
• Upgrade Guards 

 
19.17.1 Install and Upgrade Traps to defend the Clan Stronghold 
 

There are two varieties of traps that can be used.  
 

The first is the ‘booby trap’ placed at a fixed and specific location. 
Once it has been triggered by a victim going close to it, it is 
temporarily expanded. After a short time, the booby trap will reset 
itself. 
 
The second in the ‘mantrap’, placed at a fixed and specific area in the 
stronghold. Mantraps are always active and will affect any non-clan pc 
that enters the area where the trap is located. Unlike the booby trap, 
this trap is never expanded and subsequent non-clan members who 
enter will also suffer the trap’s effect. 
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Traps only affect non-clan members who enter areas where they are 
located.  
 
Higher clan prestige allows access to better traps. Each week, the 
traps must be upkeep by ensuring that the clan prestige remains 
sufficiently high to meet the requirement of the trap. Gold must also be 
paid to maintain the trap. 
 
Each trap is located at a pre-allocated location and cannot be placed 
anywhere else.  
 
Some pre-allocated trap locations include:- 
• Entrance to Clan Stronghold 
• Path to Relic Vault 
• Entrance to Relic Vault area 
• Relic Vault 

 
 
19.17.2 Upgrade Guards 
 

Upgrade guards to higher level guards. Higher clan prestige 
allows access to better guards. When guards are upgraded, all 
guards in the clan are upgraded together. 

 
Higher clan prestige allows access to higher level guards. Each week, 
the guards must be upkeep by ensuring that the clan prestige remains 
sufficiently high to meet the requirement of the guard. Gold must also 
be paid to maintain the guard. 

 

19.18 Guilds Allegiance with Clan 

A guild can form an allegiance with only 1 clan, and a clan can have 
up to only 20 guilds allied to it. After guilds had pledge allegiance with 
a clan, the clan members can type the command /cl ally to display a 
menu list of all the guild’s allied to the clan. This menu will also allow 
the clan member to view the members of the guilds allied to the clan. 
Also, after a guild had pledge allegiance with a clan, all of the 
members in that guild may use the other clan commands as well. 

 

19.19 Clan Identification/Visuals  

All characters that belong to a clan will show his name, affiliated clan 
and rank when targeted by another. All NPCs automatically know 
which clan a player is from.   
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19.20 The Stronghold 

The Stronghold is a special area that only clan members can enter. 
Any non-clan member spotted by a clan town guard in the clan 
stronghold is automatically designated as hostile and attacked. Clan 
Town Guards will never be found outside the Stronghold, and killing 
Clan Town Guards will reduce your faction with that Clan.  
 
No player will ever re-spawn inside a stronghold level. However, there 
are inns within the confines the clan stronghold. Clan Members should 
bind themselves to there. 

 

19.21 Clan Facilities 

19.21.1 Clan Trainer 
 

The Clan Trainer is a NPC who teaches clan members powers and 
skills that the Clan specializes in. He also teaches new clan members 
the Clan’s preferred stance if they do not have it.  
 
 

19.21.2 Clan Quartermaster 
 

The Clan Quartermaster sees to the stocking of equipment and items 
necessary for the day-to-day functioning of a clan. He also stocks clan 
specific weapons and other useful items that are produced in the clan 
workshops that he manages. He will allow clan members to take and 
use these items as long as the  
members reimburse the clan for the item’s cost. 

 
 

19.21.3 Clan Doctor 
 

The Clan Doctor sees to the health and injuries of clan members. 
Members who have suffered some injury (loss of hit points) will be 
automatically healed to full hit points when they visit the clan doctor. 
The doctor can cure status effects as well, but because the costs of 
such medicines are high, the afflicted clan member must reimburse 
the clan before the doctor will heal status effects. The doctor will also 
provide special herbs and medicine for clan members to take along as 
long as the clan is reimbursed. All clans will have one Clan Doctor. 
 
 

19.21.4 Clan Town Guards 
 

Clan Town Guards are special NPC guards who will defend the clan 
from intruders and invaders. Any Non-Clan characters that are seen 
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by a Clan Town Guard will immediately set it to attack as well as to 
call for aid from other Clan Town Guards and Clan Members. They 
are always 5 Clan Town Guards at specific posts in the Clan 
Stronghold. Clan Town Guards may be upgraded. 
 
 

19.21.5 Clan Recruiter 
 

Clan Recruiter is a special NPC placed just outside the clan 
stronghold entrance. Non-clan members can also speak to the Clan 
Recruiter if they wish to join the clan while an NPC clan leader 
controls the clan.  Each starting village also has a special Clan 
Recruiter that will allow new players to immediately join a clan of their 
choice. 

 
 
19.21.6 Clan Advisor 

Clan Advisor is a special NPC placed in the main Hall of the Clan 
Stronghold. Clan Leaders and Clan Ministers may utilize the Clan 
Advisor to maintain the Clan Treasury, Upgrade Clan Defenses and 
Declare Total War on other Clans. 

 

20 CLAN ALLIANCE 

The objective of the Clan Alliance feature is to promote greater in-
game Clan politics as clans will now have the ability to form alliances 
with other clans as they will be able to aid each other, especially 
during Total War. This will also help balance out clan warfare as less 
powerful clans will be able to ally to pool their resources together to 
fight more powerful clans. 
 

20.1 Forming and Breaking a Clan Alliance 

Only a Clan Leader or Clan Ministers have the power to form or break 
an alliance with another clan, and these can only be done by talking to 
each other’s Clan Advisors. The Clan Leader or Clan Ministers are 
also the only ones that can put their clan relic in their allied clan’s 
Relics Vault. A clan may have alliance with any number of other 
player-controlled clans, but each alliance will cost 50000 Gold from 
the Clan Treasury of the clan that offered the alliance and the clan that 
accepts the offer. Forming and breaking an alliance cannot be done 
when one of the clan is having Total War. 
 
When the Clan Advisor is selected, there will be an extra option in his 
main dialog saying “Clan Alliance option.” Selecting this new option 
will display a new menu which includes: 
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• Form clan alliance – an option to form a clan alliance 
• Break clan alliance – an option to break alliance with one of the 

allied clans 
 
When the “Form clan alliance” option is selected, it will display a list of 
clan names that this clan is allied with (if any), and it will show if this 
clan is currently having Total War (if any). It will also show an option 
list of clan names to be selected to be sent an alliance offer. Once the 
petition is successful, the targeted Clan Leader or Clan Ministers will 
be notified and may talk to their own Clan Advisor to whether accept 
or reject the alliance offer. If the offer is accepted, both clans will then 
confirm to be allied to each other, otherwise if it is rejected, the 
alliance will not be form and only 25000 Gold will be return to the 
offering clan’s Clan Treasury. 
 
When the “Break clan alliance” option is selected, it will display a list of 
allied clan names appearing as options to be selected to break 
alliance with. When an allied clan name is selected, the alliance 
between both clans will broken, and if one of the clan is holding the 
relic of the other clan, the relic will automatically return back to the 
original clan’s Relic Vault. 
 
After a successful clan alliance has been formed, all the members of 
both clans may access each others strongholds and towns captured 
without getting any PK Skulls or attacked by the guards, plus they may 
also enjoy the benefits of being able to buy any items and receiving 
discounts from the other clan’s merchants. 
 

20.2 Clan Alliance and War Events 

Since war events are friendly Clan vs. Clan matches, a clan may 
conduct war events against its allied clans as normal. War Events are 
strictly Clan vs. Clan, which means that alliance clans do not play any 
part of a team with another clan in War Events as clans cannot have 
members from allied clans to join in their teams. 
 

20.3 Clan Alliance and Total War 

In Total War, only a Clan Leader or Clan Ministers may invite as many 
of their allied clans to participate together against the opposing clan. A 
clan however, may not declare Total War against their own allied 
clans, even by other clan’s invitation. A clan may invite its allied clans 
into a war only after the war has been declared but the war time has 
not started yet, and each invitation will cost 300000 Gold from the 
Clan Treasury of the offering clan, and only 240000 Gold will be return 
if the invitation is rejected. 
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To call upon the help from its alliance, the Clan Leader or Clan 
Ministers must talk to their Clan Advisors and select the “Clan alliance 
option.” When the Clan Alliance menu appears, there will be a new 
option to be selected called “Invite allied clans to participate in Total 
War.” Selecting this option will allow that clan to choose which of their 
allied clans they wish to invite for the Total War. 
 
Once the invitation is successful, the targeted allied Clan 
Leader/Ministers will then be notified and they may talk to their Clan 
Advisor to whether accept or reject the invitation. If the invitation is 
accepted, the invited clan will then be able to participate in the Total 
War of its allied clan. The invitation will failed if the invited allied clan 
decides to reject the invitation. 

 

21 GUILD SYSTEM 

The new Guild System introduced the ability to form a group identity for 
players, and upon forming one, the guild will be able to pledge 
allegiance to a clan to further provide the guild members the access to 
all the clan’s benefits. With the Guild System, it also enables players to 
easily find members to quickly form parties for leveling and adventuring 
purposes, and also allow new players to tap into the advices and 
experiences of veteran players. 

 

21.1 Attributes of a Guild 

Every new guild formed will have a name of its own, assigned by the 
Guild Leader during its formation, and the name must be unique from 
others. A guild can have only 1 Guild Leader, and a maximum 10 Guild 
Ministers, 20 Guild Masters, 60 Guild Seniors, and 409 Guild Members 
in total. Each of these ranks functions accordingly like to the clan 
ranking members, but only within their own guild. 

21.2 Forming and Disbanding of Guilds 

There are 3 requirements to form a guild; a group of 10 players in a 
party, the Party Leader must have exactly 100,000 Gold either in his 
inventory or stash for the registration fee, and all party members need 
to gather together around a Monk, because now every Monk will also 
act as the New Guild Registration NPC.  
 
When the Party Leader talks to the Monk, the Monk will give an option 
for him to form a new guild. The Party Leader will then proceed to pay 
the fee and enter the new guild’s name. Once the guild is formed, the 
Party Leader will be change as the Guild Leader, and the rest of the 9 
Party Members will be change as the Guild Ministers. 
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The guild will be disbanded once if the guild has less than 10 members 
in it. This means that once if the guild members wish to have the guild 
disbanded, all they need to do is to leave the guild until the members 
are less than 10. Once the guild is disbanded, its name will be free to 
be use by others who wish to form new guilds. 

21.3 Inviting, Joining and Leaving Guilds 

Only Guild Senior ranks and above may invite any players as a member 
into their guild, provided that the invited players are not a member of 
other guild or clan. A player can only join one guild or clan at a time, 
meaning that in order to join another guild or clan, the player must first 
leave their current guild or clan. 
 
A guild member of any rank may leave the guild or quit his current guild 
position at any time and there are no penalties inflicted for doing so. If it 
happens that it is the Guild Leader who wished to leave or quit from his 
position, he is able to pass his leadership to one of his guild members. 
If he leaves without appointing a new leader, the system will then 
appoint the highest level of the highest rank member of the guild to be 
the next Guild Leader. 

 
Only guild members of Master ranks and above may kick a lower rank 
guild member out of the guild. 

 

21.4 Guilds Forming and Breaking Allegiance to Clan 

A guild can form an allegiance with only 1 clan, and a clan can have up 
to only 20 guilds allied to it. To form an allegiance between a guild and 
a clan, only the Guild Leader himself must offer allegiance directly to 
the Clan Leader. Once the Clan Leader accepts the offer, the guild will 
have an increase in their guild prestige by 50 points, and the guild 
members will then be able to enjoy all the clan’s benefits such as the 
relic and town buffs, access to merchants and trainers of the clan’s 
stronghold and towns captured, and being able to participate in clan 
related activities such as Total War, Battle Skirmish, Stronghold 
Assault, and Town Siege. While on the clan’s side, when a new guild 
had formed an allegiance, the clan will enjoy an increase in their clan 
prestige points by 25% of the guild’s prestige points, and the clan will 
have more members to call upon for clan related activities. 
 
A guild or a clan may break their allegiance at anytime, but both will 
suffer severe penalties if either one breaks. The guild will suffer the loss 
of all the clan’s benefits, their guild prestige will drop by 100 points, and 
any clan powers that they had learnt before will need an extra 20% 
more Chi to activate them. On the clan side, the clan will suffer a drop in 
their clan prestige points by 30% of the guild’s current prestige points, 
and they will have fewer members to call upon for any clan related war 
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activities. The allegiance can also be broken during any clan related 
activities, and the penalties will still remain the same. 
 

21.5 Guilds and War Events 

Guilds are not in any way allowed to start or challenge on a Total War 
or any war related activities with another guild or clan. Unless they are 
alleged with a clan that is currently involve with wars, then they can 
participate in the activities. Also in any way, Guilds cannot gain prestige 
points from participating in war activities. 

 
 

22 TOTAL WAR  

 

22.1 Declaring Total War 

When clans wish to fight each other in order to steal relics or capture 
and control towns, they declare Total War on each other. This is 
because the control of towns and relics can drastically alter the 
balance of power between the clans. When clans declare Total War 
against each other, it means that there will be a no holds barred attack 
in order to weaken each other by gaining control of each other’s relic 
and towns. During Total War, the participating clans are free to PK 
members of the opposing clan, conduct a Town Take Over and 
conduct a Relic Capture. 
 
Because Total War does not have a set objective that will determine 
when the War will end, Total War is conducted under a time limit. The 
time limit of a total war is determined by the Clan who declared the 
total war and determines the cost that must be paid to pay for the War 
declaration. 
 
Total War can be declared by a clan leader or clan minister by 
selecting the option while speaking to the Clan Advisor NPC. The clan 
who declared the war may then choose how long they wish the total 
war to last, from 1 day to a maximum of 2 days. Declaring total war 
requires the clan to pay 500,000 gold per day the Total War will last 
for War preparations. During the duration of the Total War, clan 
members of both participating clans may PK each other, capture each 
other’s towns and steal each other’s relics freely without suffering 
penalties of any sort. 
 
When declaring total war against a more powerful clan (defined as 
having more relics, prestige and towns in their control), cost to declare 
total war is reduced. 
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Total War declaration costs are reduced for weaker clans in the 
following circumstances: 
- The clan you declared total war on has your clan’s relic in its vault at 
the point of declaration: -20% cost 
- For every 500 points difference in clan prestige between your clan 
and the clan you declared total war on: -10% cost 
- For every village/town controlled by the clan you declared total war 
on more than what your clan controls: -10% cost 

  
Maximum reduction of total war cost from the above conditions is -
80%. 
 
Each clan may only declare a single total war at any one time. If a clan 
has already declared Total War against one clan, they may not 
declare a second Total War against another clan. A clan may be 
involved in more than one total war, if other clans declare total war 
against them. 

 

22.2 Town Take Over 

During Total War, clans may attempt to take over towns controlled by 
each other. Each town that can be captured by clans will have several 
guards and a guard captain that will protect the town from invaders. 
To take over a town in an Open PK Server, the clan must eliminate all 
guards/clan town guards or any of the clan members that own that 
town and then talk to the mayor to ask him to surrender.  As long the 
guard captain is not killed or if there remain any of the town’s guards 
in the vicinity, the mayor will not give up the town. Once the town has 
been taken over, your clan town guards will replace the town guards 
to defend the town. Clan members are expected to help defend the 
town as well. If the town is subsequently captured by another clan, 
their clan town guards will replace yours. These guards are not auto 
aggressive, but will be more inclined to attack clan members from 
opposing clans. 

 

22.3 Stealing the Clan Relic 

During Total War, clans may attempt to steal relics from the other clan 
participating in the Total War. In order to steal a clan’s relic, you must 
fight your way into the opposing clan’s stronghold and find their relic 
vault. Once you have found the relic vault, you can open it by 
selecting the vault. A player can then steal the relic by following this 
process: 
 
• Left-click on the relic you want to steal. You must have an 

inventory slot empty for this to work.  You need to stand still and 
wait for 30 seconds to steal the relic. A running countdown of the 
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time remaining will be displayed in the system message box. A 
warning message will be broadcasted by the system to all 
members of the clan you are robbing from.  

• If you move or take damage during this 30 second period, the relic 
stealing attempt will fail. At the end of the 30 second period, the 
relic will be placed in your empty inventory slot. 

• Once you are successful in stealing the relic, a message will be 
broadcasted to the victim clan members. Run for your life! The 
clan members, the clan town guards will hunt down the relic thief.  
Note that, whilst you can be attacked in non-PK zones if you are 
holding a relic, you can not attack back. 

• If you are killed while holding the relic, it will drop in a loot bag.  If 
not picked up, it will return to its most recent container. If you log 
out while holding the relic, it will also return to that container.  You 
can either give the relic to a friend to carry for you, or put the relic 
in the container of another clan (which will make it into a 
“Captured enemy relic” for that clan). 

• You can only carry 1 relic at a time. 
• You may not steal your own clan’s relic 

 

22.4 Total War Scoring 

Total War Scoring is created to encourage players to participate in 
Total War activities to gain hero points instead of farming for them.  
The system will be keeping track of scoring for accomplishments on 
each side during the war events, to determine additional rewards of 
hero points that all members of the clan will gain at the end of the war, 
and clan prestige that the clan will gain or lose depending on the 
results of the war. 
 

22.4.1 Scoring of Total War 
 
When a Total War starts, the system will start adding or deducting 
points for both clans on the accomplishment of Total War Objectives, 
such as:  
 

• Successfully stealing your enemy’s relic from their relic vault 
and placing it in your own clan’s relic vault. 

• Successfully taking over a town belonging to the enemy 
• Successfully killing an enemy clan leader, etc.  

 
Every 60 minutes after the Total War started, the system will check 
the Total War score difference of the involving clans and announce a 
message to describe the war status.  
 
Another set of the announcement message describing the War result 
will be showed at the end of the war. 
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22.4.2 Hero Point Rewards 
 

• At the end of the war, the total score from the Total War of the 
victorious clan is actually converted into Hero Points and reward to its 
members.  

• All members of the clan, whether they participated in the war or not, 
and whether they are logged on or not during the war, will gain the 
Hero Point reward.   

• The Hero Point reward is gained above any other Hero Points gained 
during the war.  

• PCs who recently quit or just joined clan (under probation) will not gain 
the Hero Point rewards. The losing clan in the Total War however, will 
not get Hero Point deduction for achieving negative scores in the Total 
War. 
 

22.4.3 The Underdog Clan 
 
In a Total War, it is normal to have Underdog clan - A clan that is 
weaker than its opponent in a Total War, in terms of controlling fewer 
relics or towns than the opponent clan, or has weaker members in 
term of number of members. The system will determine the strength 
of individual clan using the specific measurements to find out which is 
the Underdog clan at the beginning of the Total War. 
 
However, if there is not much difference between the strength of both 
clans, the system will recognize the 2 clans as equal in strength. 
 

22.4.4  Underdog Bonus 
 
• Underdog clan gains the Underdog Bonus scores when achieving 

certain Total War Objectives regardless of which clan comes out 
victorious in the Total War, and these additional bonus points are 
converted separately to Hero Point rewards for the Underdog Clan 
on top of normal Hero Points gained from the Total War.  

• These bonus points have no impact on the calculation of the result 
of the Total War. 

• When the war ends, the total score for each clan (after adding 
Underdog Bonus score if any) is converted to Hero Points and 
reward to its members.  

 
22.4.5 Clan Prestige Rewards and Penalties 

 
The score is also used to determine clan prestige rewards and 
penalties based on the outcome of the war. This is done to ensure that 
clans are rewarded based on their accomplishment in war objectives 
and punished if they aid in exploits.  
 
• If a clan wins in the Total War, the positive score earned will be 

converted to clan prestige point reward.  
• If the Underdog clan wins, there is an additional bonus clan 

prestige reward of 500 points. The opponent of the Underdog who 
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lost the war will be penalized with 500 clan prestige point 
deduction. 

• Underdog who lost the war will be penalized with 500 clan prestige 
point deduction. 

• If a clan loses in the Total War, the negative score will be 
converted to clan prestige point deduction.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23 FRIENDLY CLAN VERSUS CLAN MATCHES  

 

23.1 Starting a Friendly Clan versus Clan Match 

The leader or minister of a clan must make a formal challenge to 
another clan. The challenger must talk to a special NPC called the 
War Counselor and pay 50,000 gold, deducted from the clan’s 
treasury. 

 
An announcement of the challenge details will go out to all members 
of the 2 parties. The date will be the third day from the day of the 
challenge. 

 
The challenged clan leader or minister must talk to any War Counselor 
to accept or refuse the challenge. 
 
If a challenge is refused, the clan loses 100 Clan Prestige Points and 
must pay the challenger 50,000 gold directly from their treasury. If the 
treasury has insufficient gold, 1 prestige point is lost for each 100 gold 
they are short of. 
 
If the challenge is not answered (neither accepted nor rejected), the 
clan loses 500 Clan Prestige Points. 
 
You have a war event journal that keeps track of active war events 
that is related to your clan.  The table can be opened by pressing “Q” 
or activated through the Main Menu Panel.  From there, you will be 

 
Benefits of participating in a Total War: 
 
• Increase Clan Prestige by gaining and keeping another 

Clan’s Relic or Town 
• Increase participating Player Character's Personal Prestige  

and Gain Hero Points (see Hero Points below)  
• Clan may gain control of a town  
• Clan may gain control of another Clan’s Relic 
• Participating Player Characters may PK without any penalty  
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able to know what and when the upcoming war event is and whether 
you want to participate it or not. 
 
All friendly Clan versus Clan matches are played in special levels build 
for the matches. This helps to ensure that outside influence and 
interruptions do not interfere with the player’s enjoyment of their match 
as well as to ensure that the match will not interfere with other players 
not involved in the match. These special levels are called War Event 
Levels. 
 

23.2 The War Event Level 

To participate in a friendly Clan versus Clan match, a player must 
speak to a War Counselor to register himself. A small fee must be 
paid as the registration fee. 
 
The War Counselor can be found at all starting villages. 
 
Registered players must present themselves near a NPC War 
Counselor. At the appointed time and every 10 minutes thereafter, 
registered players in the area will be automatically transported to the 
War Event Level. Non-registered players will not be transported. 
 
The War Event Level has 6 staging areas, 3 for the attackers and 3 for 
the defenders. Attacking and defending players are transported into 
the level are randomly placed in any of the 3 staging areas for 
attackers and defenders respectively. 
 
When loading to the War Event Level, players will be automatically 
binds at the War Counselor’s place. Players can only respawn or will 
be automatically transport back to this bind points outside the War 
Event Level when they are fallen.  
 

23.3 Types of War Events 

These War Events are merely simulations of a real town or relic 
capture. 
 

23.3.1 Stronghold Assault 
 
Attacking Clan 
 
Main Objective: To attack and attempt to siege the ‘Armored Relic 
Vault’ in order to ‘steal’ the relic within it. The attacker must get the 
relic and run back to their zone in area to win. If the attacker does not 
get the relic to their zone in area within 1 hour, the defenders win.  
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Secondary Objective: The main ‘Armored Relic Vault’ is being 
protected by a special armor whereby it is immune against all kind of 
attacks regardless it being melee or powers. To successfully attack 
the main relic vault itself, they must first be successful in the 
secondary objectives. 
 
The attackers must search for the ‘Blue Urn’ and destroy it in order to 
break the immunity of ‘Armored Relic Vault’. 
 
Once the ‘Blue Urn’ is destroyed, a ‘Golden Urn’ will take its place. 
The ‘Armored Relic Vault’ is then weakened and loses it’s immunities 
to be attacks.   
 
 
Defending Clan 
 
Main Objective: To guard and prevent attackers from destroying the 
‘Relic vault’ to defend the relic in it. The defenders must hold the 
attackers from taking the relic for duration of 1 hour to win. If the 
attackers succeed in taking the relic out within 1 hour and bring it to 
their zone in point, the attackers win. 
 
Secondary Objective: The defending clan must guard the ‘Blue Urn’ 
and prevent it from being destroyed by the attacking clan. Should the 
‘Blue Urn’ be destroyed, a ‘Golden Urn’ will spawn in place. The 
defending clan must then attempt at destroying the ‘Golden Urn’ and 
switch it back to “Blue Urn” in order to restore the ‘armor’ for the ‘relic 
vault’. 
 
 

Event Rules 
• From the moment the challenge is issued, a clan has 

72 hours to reply. 
• The challenged clan will lose clan prestige points for 

not accepting the challenge. 
• The attacker must get the relic back to their zone in 

area within 1 hour to win and ends the event. 
• The defending clan does not lose their real relic in 

the event. 
 

Gains/Losses 
 
Winning Clan: 
• 20,000 Gold and 100 prestige points for the Clan. 
• 4 Hero Points gained per participating clan members and 2 

personal prestige points for participating clan member. 
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Losing Clan 
• Losing Clan looses 100 clan prestige points. 
• 2 Hero Points gained per participating clan members 
 
Event Schedule 

 
2 sessions daily: Singapore time (GMT +0800) 11am and 9pm.  
War Schedule is available in the website under Clan (War Schedule).
  
 

23.3.2 Town Siege 
 

Attacking Clan 
 
Objective: The attacker’s main objective is to siege the defending 
clan’s town and destroy its main defensive structures (the 4 defensive 
towers).  The war duration is 1 hour. If the attackers destroy all 4 
towers before the hour is up, the attackers win. Failing to do so, they 
will lose. 
 
Defending Clan  
 
Objective: Defend the town at all cost. Protect the 4 defensive towers. 
The war duration is 1 hour. If the attackers destroy all 4 towers before 
the hour is up, the attackers win. If the attackers fail to do so, the 
defenders win.   
 
 
 

Event Rules: 
• From the moment the challenge is issue, the 

challenged clan has 72 hours to accept the 
challenge.  

• The challenged clan will lose clan prestige points for 
not accepting the challenge.  

• Attackers must destroy 4 towers within 1 hour to win 
and the event will end.  

• Vice versa, the defender must defend the towers for 
1 hour to win and the event will end. 

 
Gains/Losses 

  
Winning Clan: 
• 20,000 Gold and 100 prestige points for the Clan.  
• 4 Hero Points gained per participating clan members and 2 

personal prestige points for participating clan member. 
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Losing Clan: 
• Losing Clan looses 100 clan prestige points.  
• 2 Hero Points gained per participating clan members. 

 
 

Event Schedule 
 
2 sessions daily: Singapore time (GMT +0800) 11am and 9pm.  
War Schedule is available in the website under Clan (War Schedule). 

 
 
23.3.3 Battle Skirmish 
 

War Objective 
 
The objective of this event is to destroy the opposing party’s 
monument stones while keeping your own monument stones intact. 
When this event takes place, 6 monument stones (three red and three 
blue) are spawned in a predetermined location. 
 
The challenging clan must defend the red monument stones and 
destroy the blue monument stones. 
 
The challenged clan must defend the blue monument stones and 
destroy the red monument stones. 
 

Event Rules: 
• From the moment the challenge is issued, the challenged 

clan has 72 hours to accept the challenge 
• The challenged clan will lose clan prestige points for not 

accepting the challenge. 
• When the event commences, 6 monument stones will 

spawn; 3 red stone belonging to the challenging clan and 
3 blue stones belonging to the challenged clan 

• The first clan that successfully destroys the all 3 of the 
opponent’s monument stones within 1 hour wins and the 
event will end. 

• When the time limit is up (after 1 hour), the event is 
considered a draw and both side will only gain 2 Hero 
Points and exit the War Event Level. 

 
Gains/Losses 
 
Winning Clan: 
• 20,000 Gold and 100 prestige points for the Clan.  
• 4 Hero Points gained per participating clan members and 2 

personal prestige points for participating clan member. 
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Losing Clan: 
• Losing Clan looses 100 clan prestige points.  
• 2 Hero Points gained per participating clan members. 
 
Tie 
• 2 Hero Points gained per participating clan members. 
 
Event Schedule 
 
2 sessions daily: Singapore time (GMT +0800) 11am and 9pm. 
War Schedule is available in the website under Clan (War Schedule). 

 

23.4 Resuscitate   

During War Events, no resuscitation can be used on any PC who was 
killed by another PC. 

 
 

24 PLAYER KILLING 

 

24.1 Player Killing (PK) Conditions 

 
 

In the game, players can kill any time they want; however they will 
incur the penalties of PK-ing. 

 
Players can PK without incurring any PK points if their clan is 
participating in Total War, where a relic is being captured or a town in 
being taken over. During this time, clan members who are not directly 
involved in the event level can PK other player of the opponent's clan 
without incurring PK points. 
 
For recreational/tournament events like Stronghold Assaults and Town 
Sieges however, only members who are participating and are within 
the clan level can PK without incurring PK points. Other members of 
the clans who are not participating in the event will gain PK points for 
killing other players like usual. 

 

24.2 PK Penalties and Gains 

A PC suffers a loss of 5 personal prestige points and gains 1 PK Point 
(see PK Points, PVP Points below) for a PK outside a War Event or in 
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Duel Mode. If the PC is in a clan, that clan will also lose 10 prestige 
points. 
 
If a PC kills another player while in a War Event, he gains 1 PVP 
Point. An additional 1 personal prestige point is rewarded for killing a 
PC that is at least 5 levels higher in a War Event. 
 
If a PC kills another in Duel Mode, he gains Duel Points and 1 
personal prestige point for killing a PC that is at least 5 levels higher. 
 

24.3 PK Points and PVP Points 

Every time players kill another player, they will gain a PK point. If they 
PK while participating in a War Event or kill a player with a PK skull 
above his head, they gain a PVP point. 
 
A normal PK outside the War Event or not during Total War will incur a 
PK Point. Too many points will cause the player to suffer certain 
penalties. 
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PK points can be removed by donating gold and Hero Points to a 
Monk. 1 PK point will be deducted with each donation.  
The cost of removing 1 PK point depends on the total number of PK 
point the character currently has. The more PK points total the 
character has, the higher the cost to remove a single PK point. 
 
For every 10 PK points or fraction thereof the character has, it costs 
10,000 gold and 2 Hero Points to deduct 1 PK point. 
 
For example:  
A character with 7 PK points will have to pay 10,000 gold and 2 Hero 
Points to reduce his PK point total to 6.  
A character with 14 PK points will have to pay 20,000 gold and 4 Hero 
Points to reduce his PK point total to 13. 
A character with 25 PK points will have to pay 30,000 gold and 6 Hero 
Points to reduce his PK point total to 24. 

PK Points 
Accumulated Effects (Cumulative) 

0 points none 

1 to 5 points merchants hike up their prices by 25% 

6 to 10 points 10% chance that mobs killed will not drop loot 

11 to 15 points 20% higher Death Penalty 

16 to 20 points 5% of penalty on exp. gained 

21 to 30 points Other PCs may PK without any penalties 

31 to 40 points Merchants hike up prices by 25% more (total 50%) 

41 to 50 points 10% more that mobs will not drop loot (total 20%) 

51 to 60 points 30% more Death Penalty (total 50%) 
61 to 70 points Town Guards attack on sight 

71 to 90 points 5% more penalties on exp. gained (total 10%) 

91 to 110 points Random mob becomes aggressive and attacks PC.  

111 to 130 
points 

When PC dies, a random item (with the exception of 
Hero Item) from inventory, Quick Slot, Action Slot, 
Mouse Cursor slot or equipped item slot is dropped 
for killer to pick up. If killer is a mob or NPC, the 
item is lost. 

131 to 150 
points PC takes double damage from all mobs and NPC 

151 points or 
more PC takes double damage from all PC 
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24.3.1 PK Points and Clan Relic Stealing: 
 

For stealing a Clan Relic, the player receives 10 PK points for 
attempting to take the relic out of the vault unless the theft was 
performed during a War Event. 
 
Additionally, all PC not of the clan the relic was stolen from who is 
near the relic vault when the relic is stolen will also receive the 10 PK 
points. 
 

24.3.2 PK Points and Town Take Over: 
 
The player that talks to the mayor to confirm the town take over will 
‘earn’ 20 PK points for taking over the town. 
 
Additionally, all PC not of the clan who controlled the town before it 
was taken over who is near the mayor when the town was taken over 
will also receive the 20 PK points. 
 
These PK points are not gained if the Town in question is a neutral 
town. 
 
 

25 HERO SYSTEM 

Hero Points are special points gained by PC while participating in War 
Events. A PC may use Hero Points to: 
 
• Purchase special hero items that cannot be gained anywhere else  

 
Obtaining Hero Points 
 
Hero Points are gained by: 

• Killing a PC of equal level to yourself during Friendly Clan vs Clan 
Matches or Total War: 1 point 

• Killing a PC that is higher level than yourself during Friendly Clan vs 
Clan Matches or Total War: 1 point 

• Killing a Clan Leader during Friendly Clan vs Clan Matches: 3 points* 
• Killing a Clan Minister during Friendly Clan vs Clan Matches: 2 

points* 
• Killing a Clan Master during Friendly Clan vs Clan Matches: 1 point* 
• Successfully stealing the relic from the opposing clan’s relic vault as 

the attacker and placing it in your clan’s relic vault during Total War: 2 
points 

• Successfully retrieving your stolen relic from the opposing clan’s relic 
vault as the attacker and returning it to your clan’s relic vault during 
Total War Event: 2 points 
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• Clan wins a Friendly Clan vs Clan Match: 4 points per participating 
player in the Match 

• Clan loses a Friendly Clan vs Clan Match: 2 points per participating 
player in the Match 
 
* points gained for killing ranking members of the opposing clan is 
cumulative with points gained from level difference. 

 
 

26 AUCTION 

Auction is be done using the slash command ‘/auction’ or selecting the 
auction button from the inventory screen. The slash command and the 
auction button open up the auction screen and the inventory screen to 
allow the player to do the following functions. 
 
 
You can perform the following actions in this screen: 

• View different auction list, default is Amulet  
• List when the auction list is opened 
• Place an item into the auction list for auction 
• Bid on the items placed for auction 
• Collect an auction item from the auctioneer 
 

 

26.1 Place an item into the auction list for auction 

You open the inventory screen to do this.  Select the item to be 
auctioned by left clicking on the item in the inventory to pick it up, and 
then left clicking the selected item onto the Auction button in the 
Auction screen. A window will pop up where you will key in your 
Expected Bid Price for the item. If a bid matches or exceeds your 
Expected Bid Price, the item will be sold to the bidder and the auction 
ends immediately instead of waiting until the end of the auction period. 
 
The newest addition is immediately listed at the bottom of the auction 
list.  The default price for the item is the normal selling price of the 
item if sold to a NPC merchant. If the price has a value of 0, the 
default price is set at 0.  The auctioning player’s information is noted 
with the item’s description:- 
• name 
• final date for the bidding 
• the current bid cost for the item (or the default price of the item if 

there are no bidders) 
• the name of the highest bidder (or “no bidder” is shown if there are 

no bidders). 
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Basically, items in the auction list will remain there for 1 day for any 
player to bid on it (see bidding on items below); unless if a bid had 
match/exceed your Expected Bid Price, it will end the auction 
immediately.  At the end of this period, the item goes to the highest 
bidder and the new owner can collect the newly purchased item (see 
collect an auction item below).  The gold placed as the bid is 
immediately credited to the player that offered the item up for auction 
with a message informing him about the transaction. A “service 
charge” fee of 10% of the auction price is deducted from the final bid. 
This is also detailed in the message sent.  If the recipient of the gold is 
not logged in at that time, he receives the message and the gold when 
he next log in. If there are no bidders, the owner of the item may take 
the item back from any auctioneer. Before the auction period is over, 
the player who puts up the item for auction cannot recall the item. If 
he wishes to reclaim the item, he must bid for it or hopes that no one 
bids for it before the auction period is over. 
 
A maximum of 50 items can be placed into the auction list at any one 
time.  If this limit is reached, you will be told that the auction list is full 
at the moment. You will also be notified when a space is next 
available on the list. 

 

26.2 Check out the items placed for auction 

Use the menu option button to get list of different types of auction list, 
select the list you wish to view and the items placed for auction will be 
displayed. 
 
To view an item in the auction screen, simply select the item and the 
description will appear at the text area of the screen. To make a bid 
on the item, you must select the item and press the bid button. This 
pops up a box asking you to enter the amount you wish to bid.  Your 
bid must be higher than the current bid. If the amount placed is lower 
than the current bid, an error message will appear, telling you to enter 
an amount higher than the current bid. If you do not have enough 
gold, you are informed of the fact. If the bid placed is valid (higher 
than the current bid), the gold is immediately deducted from your 
inventory and your bid replaces the old bid. Gold from the old bid is 
returned to the appropriate character together with a message that so 
and so has out bided him. If the character is not logged in at the time, 
the message and the gold is returned the next time he logs in. (Note: 
you can bid with money from the stash). Each time a new bid is made, 
the player who put the item up for auction will be informed about the 
new bid. 
 
Once the auction period is over (1 day from the time the item was 
placed for auction), a message will inform both the player who puts up 
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the item for auction as well as the successful bidder that the 
transaction has been successfully conducted.  The gold placed for the 
bid is transferred directly to the player who placed the item for auction 
minus a 10% charge (the message should also indicate the amount 
gained from the bid and the amount deducted for the charges). The 
item is stored in a special container until it is collected by the player 
who has successfully purchased the item (see collect an auction item 
below). If there was no bidder for the item by the end of the day, the 
owner of the item is told that no bid was made for the item.  He can 
then collect it from the same container (see collect an auction item 
below). No other player except for the respective owner (or new 
owner) of the item can collect the item. 

 

26.3 Collect an auction item from the auctioneer. 

This option allows you to collect either an item that you have 
successfully bided for an auction or an item you have put up for 
auction but was not sold. After the auction period has expired, the 
item is placed into a container from which the original owner (in the 
case where there were no bidders) or the new owner (which is the 
highest bidder) can collect. This container can store a maximum of 50 
items.  These items will remain there for a day, after which they are 
permanently deleted from the world. Each day before it gets deleted, 
the owner of the item will receive a reminder message of the item with 
the auctioneer, each time he logs in to the game (not zoning).  To 
collect the item, you must access the auction screen and select the 
item with the mouse to pick it up. 

 

27 PVP ARENA 

 
The PvP Arena provides a special level for large groups of players to 
enter and have fun, hang out, chat, show off items or powers and fight 
in a free for all Player versus Player environment without fear of being 
penalized for Player Killing. 
 

27.1 Accessing the PvP Arena 

The PvP Arena is accessed from Arena Master NPC. The Arena 
Masters are located near the War Counselor in the Main Towns of the 
Starter Areas. When PC talk to Arena Master he will offer to allow the 
player to enter special arena levels where PCs may conduct free for 
all PvP combat without any PK penalty.  
 
Once the PC is in the arena, the PC will be able to exit by selecting 
the Arena Master located at the zone in location and select the option 
to exit the arena. 
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PC who has been killed in the arena will be spawned back into the 
game world outside the arena in the vicinity of the Arena Master. 
Any PC who exits the arena for whatever reason may re-enter the 
arena once more by paying the entry fee. 
 

27.1.1 PvP Arena General Rules 
 
All PvP Arenas have the following general rules that make them 
different from playing in the game world: 

• PC may PK and PvP freely without any penalties in the arena. 
• No PK Skull is gained, no PK points is gained while in arena 
• Legendary item do not drop if PK-ed and Legendary Item decay 

penalty is not reduced if killed 
• No death penalty is suffered by players if killed by NPC/mobs.  
• When kill pc in PvP arena, you get PVP points. 
• No hero points, personal prestige or clan prestige are gained or lost in 

PvP arena. 
• Unlike war event, PC can enter any PvP arena at any time unless the 

arena is full.  
• Unlike war event, PC does not need teams in the arena, all PvP and 

PK is always of 'free for all' in all arenas. 
• Monsters spawned in the Arenas do not give any XP or drop any loot 

 

28 GM TOURNAMENT 

The new Tournament System will let GMs to run leagues/competitions 
between two teams to battle it out in an arena. These tournaments 
can only be commenced by GMs and players have no direct access to 
it. The type of match which will be held is decided and announced by 
the GM. The 2 Match types are Team Survival Match and Team 
Death Match. 
 

28.1 Team Death Match 

• Objective: To score as many kills as possible from members of the 
opposing team. Each player who kills a member of the opposing team 
will gain 1 point to their score. 

• The match will last a total of 15 or 30 minutes depending on GM 
setting. At the end of the match, all scores for each player in each 
team are totaled to obtain the team score. The team with the highest 
score is considered the winner. If the score is a tie, the match is 
declared a draw. 

• Players who die are re-spawned randomly in the Arena. 
• When a player disconnect or quit the game, their personal score will 

be reset to 0. If they login before the match over, they can still 
continue the game but the reset score is lost. 
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28.2 Team Survival Match 

• Objective: To be the last team standing in the arena before the time is 
over. 

• Players who die during the match are not re-spawned in the Arena; 
instead they return as Spectators in the match.  

• If one team no longer has any participating members in the Arena, the 
match ends and the other team wins. 

• The match will last a total of 15 or 30 minutes depending on GM 
setting. At the end of the match, the team with more member survived 
will considered the winner. If both teams have equal numbers of 
survived members, the match is declared a draw. 

• There are no score retained from participants who are disconnected or 
logged out in this match, and their personal score (number of kills) will 
be reset to 0. They are considered dead and may not return to the 
match, but if they login back, they will only become Spectators and are 
not allowed to enter the match again. 

 
Once the Tournament has been announced and activated at the 
appointed date and time, GMs will teleport players individually or as a 
party.  Players in a party must be within radius of 3000m to get 
teleported in. Upon teleporting the players into the GM tournament, 
both team will be spawned at specific starting points in the arena.  
 
All players in the same team are considered friendly and all other 
players in the opposing team are considered hostile, ignoring any 
friendly filters set before.  This will affect friendly and harmful powers 
accordingly.  There is no PK penalty when killing the opponents during 
the tournament. Once the match is over, the GM will announce the 
result (score of both teams and who the winner is). 

28.3 Spectators for GM Tournament 

In order to enter as Spectator, players will need to purchase a 
spectator token (cost 100 Gold each) from the PvP Arena Master 
located in the villages. Once a player has a spectator token, they may 
go to an appointed place at the appointed time to have the GM 
teleport them into the arena. 
 
Entering as a spectator, the character’s body is rendered and visible 
to him, but he is invisible to all the participants, even to other 
spectators. He can do nothing in the level except watch what is going 
on. The following are what a Spectator can and cannot do: 
 

• Spectators can use the mouse to target a participant to view its name.  
• Spectators never activate any options from selecting any game object 

or NPC. 
• Spectators can use the mouse or ESC key to close an open UI 

window.  
• Spectators can change movement mode and use the tab key to 

change to mouse look. 
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• Spectators can chat with other spectators in the same level, but not 
with the participants or anyone else outside the level.   

• Movement in spectator mode is identical as in the game. The player 
can use both mouse mode and keyboard mode to move.  

• Spectators can type /leave to exit the level at any time to return to the 
game.  To enter again, it requires the purchase of another token. 

• Spectators cannot change to combat mode or attack anyone or 
anything in the arena. 

• Spectators cannot use any power, skills or items. 
• Spectators cannot trade or use any of the right click menu commands. 

Any legendary items will stop decaying when in spectator mode. 
 

29 COMPETITIVE ARENA 

 
The Competitive Arena is an upgrade of the existing PVP Arena 
system which now provides new events such as the Team Death 
Matches where the team that kill the most opponents wins and the 
Team Survival Matches where the winning team will be from the last 
person standing in the team! The Competitive Arena also introduced 
the new Spectator feature which allows non-participants to enter and 
view the actions without getting involved. 
 

29.1 Accessing the Competitive Arena 

 
Before starting an event, firstly one player needs to talk to an Arena 
Master and buy an event token. The token will determines which event 
that the players will be able to participate. After a token had been 
bought, the player that bought the token can then issue a challenge to 
another player to the event by right-clicking on him and selecting the 
challenge option, in which both players need to pay 1000 Gold to 
finance the challenge. 
 
To start a new event, both the challenger and challenged players need 
to form a party, and they themselves must be the party leader. All 
party members of both parties must be around one same Arena 
Master in order to be transported into the arena. The Party Leader that 
issued the challenge must then talk to the Arena Master to start the 
event. Once the Arena Master had confirmed that all conditions to 
start an event are met, all members of both parties will be teleported 
inside the event specified from the token bought. Each of these parties 
will be teleported at different location inside the arena and now known 
as teams. The team who’s Team Leader was the one that issued the 
challenge will be the Red Team and they will wear a glowing red-
colored shoulder pad, and the other team will be the Blue Team and 
they will wear a glowing blue-colored shoulder pad. 
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29.2 Viewing a Current Event 

 
Anyone can view any current events held by talking to the Arena 
Master, select which event to join in, and finally selecting the option to 
join in the event as a Spectator, which will cost 100 Gold per entry. 
 

29.3 Competitive Arena Event Rules 

 
• A match of any type will end in 30 minutes, but it also may end if the 

match objective is met earlier, depending on the match type. 
• Participants may use Legendary Powers and Consumables Items in 

arena, if the match allows their usage. This is indicated by the token 
type bought earlier which specify if the match would allow the usage of 
the powers and items. 

• Legendary Items and Weapons cannot drop in case the owner is killed 
in the event, but these items do decay while in the arena. 

• Players may buff their own team members, but not to opponent team 
members in the event. They may also launch power to inflict damage 
to the opponents, but not to their own team members. 

• Low Hit Points and Chi Points will not be healed to 100% upon 
entering an event. The same goes with status effects and constant 
damages that were gained from outside the event would still be 
carried inside the event, if the effect duration has not yet ended. 
When the event ended, all the participants will be teleported back 
outside to the Arena Master and each will receive a message stating 
the match result and announce which team had won the match. 
 

29.4 Team Death Match for Competitive Arena 

 
• In order to gain points in this event is by killing the opponent team 

members. When a team member kill one of the opponent team 
member, the team will score 1 point. 

• The team with the highest points when the match ends will be 
declared the winner of the event. If both teams have a tie in their 
score, the event is declared as a draw. 

• The participants who were killed will be re-spawned back at random 
location in the arena. 

• If during the event, a team member suddenly logged out or 
disconnects, the points that they gained for the team will be deducted 
from the total score of the team. When the player returns back, he/she 
can still continue with the event if it has not yet ended. 
If during the event, a team member type the command /leave, the 
player will be teleported back to the Arena Master, but the points they 
gained for the team will still be retain in the total team score. 
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29.5 Team Survival Match for Competitive Arena 

 
• The way to win in this event is that when the event ends, the team 

with the most members alive is declared the winner. The match can 
also be won if one team kills all the opponent team members before 
the time ends. If both teams have the same number of members alive 
when the time ends, the match will be declared as a tie. 

• During the event, when a team member is killed, the remaining total 
number of members for their team will be updated and displayed to all 
participants. Any participants that are killed in the event will not be re-
spawned to participate again, instead they will turn into Spectator 
mode and they can only watch the match until the end. 

• If during the event, a team member suddenly logs out or disconnects, 
the remaining total number of members for each team will be updated 
and displayed to all participants. If they log into the event again, they 
will not be able to participate anymore, they will instead changed into 
a Spectator and can only watch the match until it ends. 
If during the event, a team member type the command /leave, the 
player will be teleported back to the Arena Master, and the remaining 
total number of members for each team will be updated and displayed 
to all participants. 
 

29.6 Spectator Mode for Competitive Arena 

There are 2 types of Spectators: 
 

• Players that enter an event as Spectators by talking to the Arena 
Master. In the Competitive Arena main dialog of the Arena Master, 
there will be an option to enter an event as a Spectator after selecting 
an event from the “View Current Event” option. 

• When the player participate in a Team Survival Match and was killed 
during the event (before the event time is up), he/she will 
automatically become a Spectator. 

 
29.6.1 Attributes of a Spectator 
 

• The Spectator cannot talk to any team members. 
• The Spectator cannot attack any team members. 
• The Spectator cannot launch powers to any team members. 
• The Spectator is invisible to every participant in the event. 
• If the player becomes Spectator because he was killed during a Team 

Survival Match, and when the event ends with no matter which team is 
the winner/loser, the Spectator will not be teleported out automatically. 
The Spectator can only leave the event by typing the command 
/leave, no matter if the Spectator enters via taking to the Arena 
Master, or participants that change into Spectators because they were 
killed in the Team Survival Match. 
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30 IN-GAME FORUM 

The In-Game Forum serves as message board where players can 
give feedback to the community instantly. To access In-Game Forum, 
type /forum or click on the question mark button ( ? ) at bottom left of 
your screen. 
 

31 IN-GAME HELP 

The In-Game Help stores all the game information you need in order 
to play the game smoothly. If you do not understand certain features 
in the game, you can always check out the In-Game Help. To access 
In-Game Help, type /help. 
 
 

32 GAME OPTIONS 

Most of the game options will come with default settings and can be 
adjusted based on player requirements.  Below are brief descriptions 
of the settings: 

 
The 4 panel on the top are 
shortcut buttons for Video 
Option, Audio Option and 
Miscellaneous Option (Screen 1 
and Screen 2). 
 
Video Option 
 
Gamma:  
The brightness of the Game. 
 
Master setting: 
Preset settings for below 
options. 
 
PC Detail: 
The detail of game characters. 
 
Shadow: 
The shadow of Player. 
 
Level Detail: 
The environment detail. 
 
View Distance: 
The distance environment 
7display. 
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Press Default button If you want 
to set your settings back to 
game defaults. 

  
 
Audio Option 
 
Loop Music: 
On – Keep playing music after It 
ends. 
Off – Off music after it ends. 
 
Music: 
Adjust music volume. 
 
Sound Effect: 
Adjust Effect volume. 

  
 

 

 
 

 
Miscellaneous Option (Screen 
1) 
 
Combat Feedback: 
When combat feedback is set, 
and On-Screen is selected, the 
hits and damage done is shown 
as floating numbers in the 
game. If Non is selected, the 
combat feedback will not be 
shown at all.  
 
When In Text is selected, the 
hits and damage is shown in the 
system message text area only.  
 
Tooltip:  
To toggle use of tooltips or not 
use tool tips  
 
Tooltip Speed: 
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Adjust the speed that the tooltip 
will appear when the mouse is 
over the UI component 
 
Mouse: 
Adjust the speed of the mouse. 
 
Miscellaneous Option (Screen 
2) 
 
Sfx : 
Turn the Special Effect on or off. 
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Bug Report 
 
Use this to send a Bug report. 
When you encounter a bug in-
game, open this form, fill in your 
e-mail address and then fill up 
the details in next section. 
Please be specific in your 
explanation. 
 
After you have completed the 
write up, click OK to send the 
report. If you think a screenshot 
could help elaborate or describe 
the situation, tick the Take 
Screenshot option. 

 
 

 

 
Target Friendly Filter 
 
When you choose target filters, 
you can filter Friendly or Hostile 
targets. 
 
The friendly targets are 
categorized by player clans and 
neutral clans.  If you tick one of 
the clan as friendly targets, you 
will not be able to inflict 
damages and powers on them.  
You can also use F9 key to fast 
select each friendly target in 
orders on the same screen.  
This may help you select the 
right targets which are crucial in 
the battles. 
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Target Hostile Filter 
 
The hostile targets are also 
categorized by player clans and 
neutral clans.  If you tick one of 
the clan as hostile targets, you 
will be able to inflict damages 
and powers on them as normal.  
 
You can use F10 key to fast 
select each hostile target in 
orders on the same screen.  
This may help you select the 
right targets which are crucial in 
the battles. 
 

 
 

 

 
Game Filters 
 
If you want your character to be 
allow to accept offers or ignore 
offers, just tick the right options 
to enable or disable them. 
 
For example, if you don’t want 
to accept any clan invitation 
offer from any clan, uncheck the 
Clan Offers option. 
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Name Filters 
 
If do not want to see certain 
names that appear on the head 
of players, Monsters and etc, 
uncheck the option here. 
 
Note: Turning off the Name 
Filter can help increase the 
game performance slightly. 
 

 
 

33 LOGGING OUT 

To log out of the game, simply type "/q" or “/quit” to exit to the game. 
To exit back to Windows, type "/x" or “/exit” instead. 

 
When you exit the game and log out, you will receive a “waiting to log 
out message.”  The log out process takes 20 seconds.  During this 
time, you are still in the level and can still be attacked by hostile PCs 
and monsters. All duration effects (such as constant damage) 
continue to affect you while waiting to log out.  It is recommended that 
you log out only in a very safe place. This is done to ensure that a 
player does not cheat through the use of instant log out to get away 
from perilous situations. The log out process will put you in resting 
state.   Standing up, moving around or any other in-game activities 
cancel resting states and will cancel the process of logging out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

34 APPENDIX A: COMMAND KEYS 

 
Forward W 
Back S 
Turn Left A 
Turn Right D 
Jump Space Bar 
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Character Information Screen C 
Inventory Screen I 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 1 F1 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 2 F2 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 3 F3 
Toggle Quick Slot Group 4 F4 
Target previous attacker within visible range F5 
Target nearest, alive PC character F6 
Target nearest, alive NPC character (with 
exception of merchants) 

F7 

Target nearest loot F8 
Activate Quick Slot 1 1 
Activate Quick Slot 2 2 
Activate Quick Slot 3 3 
Activate Quick Slot 4 4 
Activate Quick Slot 5 5 
Activate Quick Slot 6 6 
Activate Quick Slot 7 7 
Activate Quick Slot 8 8 
Activate Quick Slot 9 9 
Activate Quick Slot 10 10 
Run Toggle V 
Skill List Screen K 
Stance List Screen T 
Power List Screen P 
Party List Screen N 
Clan List Screen L 
Quest Journal Q 
Settings Screen O 
Sit/Stand toggle Z 
Attack Ctrl 
Stance of Unstance With Ready Weapon E 
Toggle Mouse/Keyboard Movement M 
Mouse Look Toggle Tab 
Change Camera Angle Hold down left 

mouse button 
Follow and face target Shift-F 
Toggle Main menu panel Shift F1 
Toggle Quick slots bar Shift F2 
Toggle Latency icon Shift F3 
Toggle Mini map Shift F4 
Toggle System message window Shift F5 
Toggle Chat window Shift F6 
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35 APPENDIX B: SLASH COMMANDS 

 

35.1 Gameplay Commands 

/assist Assist your current target. 
/attack Toggle attack and stop attack on 

current target. 
/bug  Open bug reporting form. 
/dir Find facing (North, South, East, 

West) 
/f or /face Face your current target 
/findparty Open Party Finder list. 
/follow Follow current target. 
/fps Toggles Frame rate Per Second on 

or off 
/info Open Information screen. 
/pos or /position Display your current X,Y,Z 

coordinate in the game world. 
/q or /quit Exit to the game 
/x or /exit Exit to Windows 
/r or /release Respawn after dying 
/screenshot [parameter] or 
Shift+F12 

Take screen shot 
[noui] – take screen shot with or 
without User Interface. 
[noself] – take screen shot with or 
without your character. 

/sit or /rest Meditate to increase regeneration 
rate for chi and hit points 

/chain Open up Chain Power Menu.  
/gmwho or /gmlist Check for visible GMs in-game. 

 
 
 

35.2 Brotherhood Commands 

/br invite <player 
name> 

Invite a player to join your brotherhood as your 
younger brother. <player name> is the name of 
the character you want to invite to be your 
younger brother..E.g. /br invite Ben 

/br list Show a list of all younger brothers that you 
have. 

/br leave Leave your elder brother. 
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35.3 Clan Commands 

/clan invite <player 
name> 

Invite a player to join your clan. <player 
name> is the name of the character you 
want to invite into the clan. 
E.g. /clan invite Ben 

/clan leave Leave a clan you are currently in 
/clan rank <rank 
number> <player name> 

Change the rank of a clan member in the 
clan. <rank number> is the rank to be 
changed to, <player name> is the person 
in the clan whose rank is being changed. 
Eg. /clan rank 2 Ben 

/clan quitpost <player 
name> 

Resign from your post. <player name> is 
the name of the person you appoint in 
your place. Can be left blank. 
Eg. /clan quitpost 
Eg. /clan quitpost Ben 

/clan list Show all your clan’s halls. 
/clan yell or /cc Chat with all your clan members 
/clan say Chat with all your clan members in 

targeting range 
/clan whisper Chat with all clan members in melee 

range 
/cl olist Open Clan officers list. 
/cl hall Open your own clan hall list. 
/cl info Show Clan Prestige, Gold in Treasury & 

Total War schedule 
/cl ally Display a list of all the guild’s allied to a 

clan. If the guild does not allied with any 
clan, the guild member will not see 
anything in this menu. This menu will 
allow the person to view the members of 
the guilds allied. 

 
 

35.4 Guild Commands 

/gu list Shows the name of the guild and all the 
names of the members in the guild, 
including their ranks and login states. 

/gu olist Shows a list of all Guild Officer names in 
the guild. 

/gu invite <player name> Only the guild members of the rank 
Senior and above may use this 
command. This is to invite a player into 
the guild. 

/gu leave This functions for the guild member to 
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leave the guild entirely. 
/gu quitpost This functions for the guild member to quit 

his current position and revert back to 
Member rank in the guild. If the Guild 
Leader wanted to quit his post and 
appoint a new Guild Leader, he can type 
in the command and clicking on the 
selected member, before pressing Enter. 

/gu rank <rank name> 
<player name> 

This function is for the Guild Officers to 
use to promote/demote the guild 
members below their own rank. 

/gu rank expel <player 
name> 

This function is for the Guild Officers to 
expel a guild member below their rank, 
out from the guild. 

/gu offerally (click on 
Clan Leader) 

This function is only for the Guild Leader. 
This is use to pledge allegiance of his/her 
guild with a selected clan. Guild Leader 
may type in the command and click on 
the Clan Leader before pressing Enter. 

/gu breakally This function is only for the Guild Leader. 
This is use to break the allegiance 
between his/her guild and the clan. 

/gu info This functions to view the Guild’s Prestige 
points and the name of the Clan that the 
guild had allied with. 

/gc or /hc This functions as to chat in Guild Chat or 
Hall Chat. 

/cl ally This function is used to display a list of all 
the guild’s allied to a clan. If the guild 
does not allied with any clan, the guild 
member will not see anything in this 
menu. This menu will allow the person to 
view the members of the guilds allied. 

 
If the guild had pledge allegiance with a clan, then all the guild 
members may use the clan commands as well. 

 

35.5 General Chat Commands 

/yell or /y Chat with all players in the same 
scene 

/tell <player name> Enter private chat session with 
<player name> 

/say Chat with all players in the vicinity 
/whisper or /w Chat with all players in melee range 
/friend Show friend list 
/friend <player name> Add someone to your friend list. If 
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he is already on the list, it removes 
him. 
E.g. /friend Ben 

/ignore Show ignore list 
/ignore <player name> Add someone to your ignore list. If 

he is already on the list, it removes 
him. 
E.g. /ignore Ben 

/chat Chat with your friends 
/re or /reply You can reply to the last person who 

sent you a tell. 
/fc <message> Chat message in Friend channel. 
/pc <message> Chat message in party channel. 
/message or /msg 
<player name> <message> 

[player name] - Send message to 
player. 
[] – Retrieve sent message. 

/auction Open auction list. 
/gmwho or /gmlist Check for visible GMs in-game. 
/channel or /chn [channel 
name] 

Switch to a particular channel. 
[generic]– Switch to generic 
channel. 
[party] – Switch to party channel. 
[friend] – Switch to friend channel. 
[clan] – Switch to clan channel. 

/party or /py invite Invite target into the party. 
/party or /py leave Remove target from the party 
/gc or /hc This functions as to chat in Guild 

Chat or Hall Chat. 
 
 

35.6 Emotes 

Slash 
Commands 

Emotes 

/applaud Emotes applauds 
/angry Emotes anger 
/beckon Emotes beckoning/come here 
/beg Emotes bowing 
/chicken Emotes chicken/mocking 
/cry Emotes cries 
/curse Emotes cursing in frustration 
/flex Emotes flexing muscles/showing off 
/greet Emotes greeting 
/kill Emotes kill/threatening 
/laugh or /lol Emotes laughing out loud 
/no Emotes no/disagreement 
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/point Emotes pointing 
/salute Emotes a salute 
/shrug Emotes a shrug 
/shoo Emotes a shoo 
/sigh Emotes a sigh 
/surrender Emotes surrendering 
/taunt Emotes a taunt 
/victory Emotes victory/success 
/wait Emotes wait 
/warn Emotes warning/danger 
/wave Emotes waving 
/yes Emotes yes/agreement 
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